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Confronted with panicked discourse around the statistics that 1 in 4 women, 6% of men, and 1 in 2 trans* students will experience sexual assault during their time in college, the U.S. Department of Education revisited 1972 law Title IX, and qualified sexual assault as creating a hostile learning environment on the basis of gender. Since then, a backlash has emerged, in which male Title IX violators are suing the colleges that expelled them. Using narrative criticism, this thesis examines four of these lawsuits with a specific focus on their complaints of lack of due process and gender discrimination against men. Each chapter investigates a facet of their shared narratives: chapter two explores the legal/administrative oscillations of Title IX administrative procedures; chapter three interrogates how these men narrativize consent; and finally, chapter four brings these two themes together to discuss how the lawsuits make sense of fairness and justice.
For all of those struggling with sexual violence,
  May we find peace.

For all of those struggling with heterosexuality,
  May we figure this shit out.
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Chapter 1

Mapping Claims of Due Process as Title IX Teeters

The United States is plagued by the issue of sexual violence. Every 98 seconds another person experiences sexual assault—it affects hundreds of thousands of Americans each year. 8 in 10 rapes will be committed by someone the victim knows.¹ However, only 6 out of every 1,000 rapists will serve time in prison.² It is estimated that 1 in every 6 women will experience attempted or completed sexual assault in her lifetime, as will 3% of men, and 1 in 2 trans* people.³ Author and journalist Susan Brownmiller famously argued that the proliferation of the sexual violence was much higher than imagined in her 1975 book *Against Our Will: Men, Women, and Rape*, as sexual violence was assumed to only happen rarely and in certain (often racialized) circumstances.⁴ Her book as well as law professor Susan Estrich’s 1987 book *Real Rape*—which added the term “date rape” into our lexicon—made public conversations that had previously occurred behind closed doors and been swept under the rug.⁵ It is from the conversations documented in and surrounding these texts, and the 1991 testimony of law professor Anita Hill during the confirmation of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas that we then see discourse around the epidemic of sexual harassment and assault included in the workplace and across public culture.⁶

The statistics I have cited are broad estimates based on sampling data, but most organizations conducting research on the perpetuation of sexual violence assert that the number of actual assaults is much higher, that reports are low due to the stigma attached to reporting or admitting to being sexually assaulted. This stigma comes from both the pervasive disbelief of rape victims and the victim-blaming that occurs in what Brownmiller called a “rape-supportive culture,” (shorthand: rape culture).⁷ In rape culture, rape is both normalized and made invisible
as victims are continuously mistrusted and/or blamed for their own assaults under the auspices of clothing choices, consumption of alcohol, or the age-old assumption that rape occurs because men cannot control their sexual urges (a.k.a. “boys will be boys”). Within rape culture, most forms of sexual or gender violence are easily socially erased.

However, change is on the rise. We reside in what pundits, politicians, and scholars alike are calling a #MeToo moment—a movement for sharing narratives of sexual violence started by activist Tarana Burke in 2006 on social media to create “empowerment through empathy” for communities of color who experience sexual violence at high rates. #MeToo went viral in 2017 after it was tweeted by white actress Alyssa Milano and sparked the sharing of sexual violence narratives by millions of people worldwide. As a result, we have started to see consequences for perpetrators of sexual violence: film producer Harvey Weinstein, actor/comedian Bill Cosby, television host Bill O’Reilly, and comedian Louis C.K., to name a few who have been fired and/or prosecuted for sexual misconduct made public by #MeToo. While many tout #MeToo as progress, others note that it often takes multiple victims sharing their trauma to take down just one perpetrator. In this way, the disbelief and victim-blaming inherent in rape culture hampers the progress of #MeToo and is still racialized. For example, it took almost 20 years for rapper R. Kelly to be charged with sexual abuse against a multitude of women of color occurring from 1998-2010, which was partially made possible by docuseries Surviving R. Kelly and video evidence procured by white lawyer Michael Avenatti. However, the real effect of rape culture is not just silence, disbelief, and blame—it is apathy. This apathy has become abundantly clear in the recent confirmation of Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh, where even with a slew of victims and witnesses ready to share their stories, and even with a plethora of evidence at their disposal, U.S. Senators did not care enough to change their vote.
Feminist scholars have been interested in rape culture for some time, continue to track the implications of the #MeToo movement, and have also studied microcosms of these issues as they exist and persist on college campuses.\(^{11}\) Campus sexual assault (CSA)\(^*\) came to the forefront of the news cycle via a 2007 National Institute of Justice (NIJ) study that concluded that throughout their time in college, 1 in 4 women, 1 in 6 men, and 1 in 2 trans* individuals would experience attempted or completed sexual assault.\(^{12}\) News articles took up this statistic, marking college campuses as some of the most dangerous places in the United States.\(^{13}\) Newspapers and magazines have reported on some aspect of Title IX regularly—not to mention online blogs, op-eds, podcasts, and entertainment/news sources like Buzzfeed. The May 2014 cover of *Time* magazine featured a collegiate pennant with the word “RAPE” printed in large font, and subtitled: “The Crisis in Higher Education.”\(^{14}\) The documentary *The Hunting Ground* that features stories about Title IX and campus sexual assault was shown at over 700 colleges and universities only months after its release.\(^{15}\) In response to the NIJ study, the re-passing of the Violence Against Women Act, and the overwhelming public response, the federal government revisited Title IX, the 1970’s era law, to push colleges to try to address the problem on the campus. Consequently, colleges are now required to adjudicate incidents of sexual violence. Since 2011, many campus survivors have started using these Title IX campus disciplinary procedures as an accountability mechanism instead of or in tandem with police proceedings.

\(^*\) I use the umbrella term “campus sexual assault” (CSA) when describing the group of people included under the purview of Title IX. By “campus,” I refer to those who experience sexual assault during their time in college, not necessarily to a specific location of the assault. In federal statute, there are three levels of illegal sexual behavior: sexual harassment includes any unwanted words spoken, and/or physical motions; sexual assault is unwanted sexual touching without penetration; rape specifically involves penetration of mouth, anus, and/or vagina. Federal Title IX recommendations follow these distinctions when matching disciplinary sanctions to the severity of complaint. By this caveat I do not wish to imply that severity can be measured in a three-sizes-fit-all approach, but rather to describe the ways in which understandings of sexual misconduct are circulated by practitioners. These distinctions do not exist in popular discourse in the same way. “Campus sexual assault” is circulated as if all incidents were the same, and many survivors—though they experience different events—take on the phrase to describe their own assault, if only to create a sense of community around shared experiences.
As a quick aside: overwhelmingly, discussions of CSA have been imbued with whiteness as many of the more famous CSA cases detail accusations of black athletes assaulting their white female counterparts. While this overwhelming whiteness may reflect a history of who has access to institutions of higher learning, the black male rapist is a common trope in U.S. society, most famously depicted in Ku Klux Klan recruitment film *The Birth of a Nation*. This is a comfortable narrative that has historically gone unnoticed in the second wave feminist analysis of sexual violence noted in the preceding paragraphs. While these germinal texts around sexual violence have played a role in (re)producing the essentialist trope of the black male rapist, much contemporary scholarship has responded to them critically, pushing for more intersectional approaches. I hope to follow their lead in efforts to intersectionalize the discourse around CSA through a critical discussion of whiteness because we already know that statistically people of color experience sexual violence at higher rates than white people, that LGBTQ people are twice as likely to experience sexual violence than straight people, and that sexual violence perpetrated against disabled people is common but wildly under-reported. The word “intersectionality” calls to mind intersecting marginalized identities, but as Nakayama & Krizek note, the invisibility of whiteness is what creates whiteness as the norm, and we must interrogate the norm just as much as we interrogate what is considered marginal. My study seeks to interrogate the whiteness, masculinity, and upper-middle-class-ness that imbue much of the national conversation around CSA. This is not a conversation solely for and about white women, as Emma Sulkowicz’s *Carry That Weight* protest/art installation showed in its inspiration of thousands of students worldwide to carry the mattresses upon which they were raped around campus. However, much like the #MeToo movement, the reframing of Title IX to provide a certain amount of accountability in cases of CSA and in order to protect students has taken a (re)turn.
Recently, Title IX disciplinary investigations have been called into question for failing to provide due process to those accused of sexual assault. Due process, we know colloquially, is adherence to criminal codes of conduct including your Miranda Rights, the right to a fair trial, to face your accuser, and your right to a lawyer. It is deemed critical to national commitments to innocence until proven guilty. It is the process designed to ensure and justice as fairness under the law. According to the Due Process Clauses of the United States Bill of Rights, “government is prohibited from unfairly or arbitrarily depriving a person of life, liberty, or property.” Due to the mechanisms put in place by Title IX, many of which do not require due process, this constitutional right comes into question when conducting an administrative adjudication of campus-based harm, especially when that harm is (by any other legal definition) a felony. Since 2011, due process has raised critical concern. A backlash has formed in response to Title IX processes in a bout of at least 15 lawsuits against colleges nationwide, four currently at my home institution of University of Colorado Boulder (CU). These lawsuits and accompanying narratives are from the accused (predominantly male students and their parents) who have been expelled from their colleges attesting that Title IX proceedings do not follow due process as is dictated by procedural law. Many of these cases have been dismissed at the district court level with the judges citing Title IX as an administrative proceedings (and thus not needing to follow the exact nature of due process), but several very recent cases have been found in favor of the accused and/or settled for amounts as much as $15,000. Narratives from these lawsuits center on gender discrimination against the accused. For example, one of these students alleges that the school discriminated against him for being male by believing female witnesses over his testimony. Another used the past writing of a Dean to accuse her of privileging female opinions. President Donald Trump, an accused rapist himself, has recently given credence to a
great number of these cases bemoaning that it is “a very difficult time for young men in America… now you’re guilty until proven innocent—that is a very difficult standard.” Trump’s assertion flies in the face of a 2014 study of over 125 colleges nationwide that found that only 1 in 3 Title IX cases resulted in expulsion for the respondent, which to be clear, is a far lesser punishment than they would have gotten if convicted by jury. But let’s not let facts get in the way of a popular narrative: that Title IX processes are actually discriminating against men.

Across these narratives of discrimination, I have noticed that three tensions have emerged. First, the tension between rhetoric and law. We can see examples of this clash in some of the cases that U.S. District Court judges have dismissed. Many of the judges have dismissed cases labeling Title IX as an administrative process, not unlike an employee code of conduct. Here, I note a split between law and rhetoric where law is being cited by the student, but Title IX processes are placed in a category of administrative rhetoric. I question how this bifurcation has enabled certain practices of adjudication of sexual violence and constrained others, and how the bifurcation can be troubled. The second tension I find exists around what qualifies as sexual consent. Much of this tension relies on gendered assumptions of heterosexuality—who gets to distinguish sex from rape? In the ever-gendered arena of heterosexuality, is it possible that “yes or no” narratives we tell about sexual assault are failing us when they fail to account for power in relationships? Finally, I discuss the tension between fairness and justice. Criminal processes have been coded as fair to all (meaning that all are treated the same). Title IX and the other educational amendments were engendered by the 1964 Civil Rights Act which seeks to amend the concrete processes of U.S. law in order to make reparations for otherwise legal discrimination (the 3/5 compromise, poll tax, segregation, and more). These amendments unearth the messiness and nuance of providing equity, instead of the rigid processes of legalized equality.
I ponder how the notoriously clear-cut legal system can address the nuance of issues like consent, which is often not nearly as clear as provided by law.

Scholars have analyzed rape culture from multiple angles but have yet to incorporate studies of due process beyond the narrowness of criminal proceedings in trying rape cases. Scholars have also examined the relationship between rhetoric and law, and some have examined the relationship between law and sexual assault, but not with a CSA framework. There have been at least 15 publicized lawsuits of the accused against their college in the past 4 years, meaning there are most likely countless more that have been kept private. This thesis will examine the intersection of law, rhetoric, and campus sexual violence because these cases signal a change in the winds—a backlash that is hitting colleges where they are vulnerable: their reputation and their wallets. I contend that feminist rhetoricians must attend to the narrative circulation of due process.

I analyze four narratives from alleged CSA perpetrators who are suing their schools for failing to provide them with due process in their Title IX investigations. I pull these narratives from lawsuits filed by the men, themselves. I will consider the question: what rhetorical mechanisms are at play in accounts made by alleged perpetrators of CSA? Subsequently, my chapters will unfold as follows: first, I ponder the rhetorical mechanisms that sustain or disrupt narratives of being denied due process of law under Title IX particularly as they turn around tensions between law and rhetoric; second, I assess the relationship between claims of failed due process and how alleged perpetrators claim consent through larger narratives of heterosexuality as dominance and subordination; and I conclude by considering the gendered assumptions at play in these accounts that enable labeling Title IX as biased and law as fair and thus just. But before jumping into the chapters, I set up my project in this introduction. My goals in this
introduction are to lay the foundation for my intervention in sexual violence scholarship and connect it to Critical Legal Studies. I move through the following four sections. First, I outline the cases I have chosen to examine throughout the course of this thesis. Second, I review existing sexual violence literature, noting gaps where my research may fit. Third, I intervene in the literature at the intersection of rhetoric and law in order to discuss how law is constitutively constructed. I close with a discussion of narrative criticism, my chosen method, and a quick chapter preview.

The Cases: Four Tales of Accountability and Backlash

Thanks to the solidarity provided by #metoo, many famous and powerful abusers resigned, were fired, and/or were imprisoned as hordes of survivors came forward to share their stories. On college campuses, many perpetrators of sexual violence are being held accountable for violating Title IX. Conversely, as I mentioned earlier, we are also seeing a backlash against survivors of CSA. In short, just as survivors spark national attention to rampant sexual violence through lawsuit and protest, so too have the accused reached for the microphone. I have collected the narratives of four undergraduate men who are suing their respective colleges (University of Cincinnati, University of Colorado at Boulder, University of Michigan, and Texas A&M University) for failing to provide them with due process. These narratives take the form of complaints submitted to their regional district court, obtained through public records requests. The narratives these John Does tell of their experiences with their school’s Title IX proceedings share major themes to which rhetoricians should attend, as they are symbolic and persuasive in nature. A quick note: some of these men have released their name and some have not. For the sake of clarity, as too many names make for less agile prose, I have demarcated them all as their school nickname + “Doe” (e.g. Cincy Doe, Boulder Doe, Michigan Doe, and TAMU Doe).
Cincy Doe filed his complaint in response to being suspended for a year for raping a fellow classmate (pseudonym) Jane Roe in 2015. The two connected on the dating app Tinder and met up at Doe’s apartment to work on homework together. After initiating some kissing and touching, Doe reached for a condom, which caused Roe to request him to “hold on.” 29 This is the moment of contested consent by which Cincy Doe took to mean “talk for a bit and the engage in consensual [vaginal] sex.” 30 Roe claims “hold on” meant for them to stop completely because she did not want to have sex on their first date. Afterward, Roe hung around his room until Doe asked her to leave and never contacted her again. Doe claims that his inability to cross-examine Roe exemplifies the assumption of his guilt by Title IX investigators, and that “hold on” is not “stop,” and that she had consented to portions of the sexual activity, so the other activities represent a “gray” area. 31 He contends that the University of Cincinnati denied him his due process rights by assuming his guilt and refusing him his right to legal representation.

Close to my Colorado home, Boulder Doe sued the University of Colorado Boulder (CUB) for violating his due process rights when he was expelled for twice sexually assaulting a female classmate, (pseudonym) Jane Roe. 32 The first incident occurred in the spring of 2014 when Doe pinned her down and touched her genitals. 33 The 2015 rape occurred after a night of drinking. Doe claims to be under the impression that he and Roe engaged in a consensual sexual encounter which he stopped before completion because he felt guilty about cheating on his girlfriend. 34 The next day, Roe did not recall anything from the night before due to the amount of alcohol she had consumed and became increasingly traumatized to hear that Doe had violated her. 35 Six months later, Roe reported the rape to the school’s Title IX office and to local police. After an eight-day trial, a jury found Doe not guilty of sexually assaulting Roe. 36 However, the Title IX investigation concluded that Doe had violated the CUB Title IX policy, and the school
suspended him in April of 2016, which prevented him from completing the final 6 credits of his bachelor’s degree. Doe argued that the Title IX investigation was skewed by the preponderance of evidence standard, and is currently suing CUB for violating his due process rights and depriving him of his educational future.

Michigan Doe was expelled during his final semester at University of Michigan for raping (pseudonym) Jane Roe during a house party at his residence. According to Doe, the two went to his room where they each drank a shot of vodka, and then later engaged in consensual sex. Afterward, he and his roommate noticed that Roe was visibly distressed, quickly gathered her things, and left. The Title IX investigation concluded that Roe was incapacitated at the time of the assault and thus was not able to consent even if she was interested in sex with Doe. Doe is suing his school for violating his due process rights by using an unconstitutional definition of “incapacitation.”

Texas A&M University (TAMU) expelled TAMU Doe for performing anal and oral sex without consent. He met (pseudonym) Jane Roe through the Tinder dating app and planned a meet-up at Doe’s apartment. According to Doe, both parties knew they wanted to engage in sexual activity, but Roe indicated that some of the sexual activity was not agreed upon. The two had uncontested consensual vaginal intercourse, but then Doe initiated anal and oral penetration to completion that was deemed non-consensual in the Title IX investigation. Doe contends that TAMU’s Title IX evidence standards and investigatory practices are partial toward accusers. TAMU Doe argues that the university was biased against men accused of sexual assault, assured to find them responsible.

I find these four cases striking in that they signal a change in narrative that has come to the forefront. Whereas much of the discourse around CSA has been about protecting women
from sexual assault or better serving those who have been victimized, these four cases share a focus on (the lack of) due process. Schools have been dealing with perpetrators suing for due process since 2011, but most cases have been dismissed by judges. However, that precedent is shifting. In 2016, CUB settled with a former student who sued under the auspices that he was expelled for sexual assault without being granted due process for $15,000. These complaints are gathering steam; they are doing something.

Throughout this thesis, I plan to perform a narrative criticism of the four lawsuits that have received national attention for complaints of a lack of due process from the accused. In both cases, the accused consider their right to due process as that reflected in court proceedings where evidence is presented to a jury, and there is cross-examination of plaintiff, defendant, and witnesses by a team of lawyers. To them, and arguably to the United States Judicial System, fairness and justice is caught up in due process. However, as Title IX has been federally defined, all of the aforementioned aspects of due process are prohibited in college investigations as they are considered unfair for survivors of assault. I hope to examine the role the intersections of rhetoric and law play in perpetuating campus sexual assault.

**Setting the Title IX Scene**

With its passage in 1972, Title IX marked a major shift in education. For the first time, women were guaranteed access to all federally funded educational programs, including post-secondary institutions and any sport of their choosing. For about 35 years, Title IX had a relatively silent tenure as a law. There were minor kerfuffles about representation in athletics and scholarships, as well as a congressional amendment that excluded “revenue sports” like football from being required to have a female counterpart, but it did not make national headlines for much of that time. This section will demonstrate how Title IX has been re-signified over time,
though the original legal language of Title IX has never been altered. But since 2011, there have been many conversations about Title IX as both a progressive policy to help survivors feel safe on campus and a discriminatory policy that hinders male access to college.

On April 4, 2011, three years after the NIJ study release, the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) released a Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) placing campus sexual assault (CSA) under the umbrella of Title IX. Prior to 2011, Title IX did not cover CSA; it was typical practice on college campuses to direct victims to local law enforcement. Sexual harassment on a college campus was covered under Title IX, but it was used to protect athletes from harassment from coaches or serve to adjudicate gender-based hate crimes that occurred on campus. In the DCL, the OCR expanded Title IX’s definition of sexual harassment to include sexual assault, and in that expansion explicitly included sexual assault in the definition of what constitutes a hostile environment based on gender. This expansion of sexual harassment indicated a move away from understanding gender equity through access to and representation in the university to understanding access and representation as hinged around the threat and/or after effects of sexual harassment and assault. The exact legal status of the DCL is murky. Definitively, a Dear Colleague Letter is an official, public way for federal agencies to communicate with Congress and institutions under their purview. There is no legal mandate to follow DCL recommendations, but as noncompliance threatens a school’s access to the federal funding that is essential for both public and private schools, most schools have complied.

The 2011 revision of Title IX redefined sexual harassment to include complaints of sexual assault and rape which had in the past been directed to the local police, as both are felonies. Due to the DCL, colleges and universities are now required to act as judge and jury to accusations of sexual misconduct that occur on their campuses or by students, faculty, and
The DCL outlined recommendations for how schools should adjudicate sexual assault, stating that college grievance processes should use a more lenient evidence standard than used in criminal rape cases. Rather than the “clear and convincing” standard of a criminal investigation, college processes should rely on a preponderance of evidence. A preponderance of evidence standard means that “it is more likely than not that harassment or violence occurred.” Even with the new standards, the DCL does not define “due process” in text or footnote, so schools are left to define it for themselves.

However, while there are legal aspects to Title IX, the DCL identifies university Title IX processes as definitively not legal proceedings. Title IX disciplinary proceedings are administrative by nature (as they are conducted by school administrators, not officers of the court), with a visible lack of legal power and restriction in their use of a preponderance of evidence standard (instead of “clear and convincing”), a 60-day time frame (far shorter than most court cases), and relatively low-stakes consequences of expulsion (as compared to jail time). In a 2014 report titled “Not Alone,” The White House Task Force to Protect Students from Sexual Assault made the distinction between judicial proceedings and Title IX. They wrote, “These two systems serve different (though often overlapping) goals. The principal aim of the criminal system is to adjudicate a defendant’s guilt and serve justice. A school’s responsibility is broader: it is charged with providing a safe learning environment for all its students – and to give survivors the help they need to reclaim their educations.” With more lenient evidence standards and the absence of police or lawyers, the Title IX processes are framed as a low stakes

---

† The DCL mentions that public or state schools should use due process because they are considered government entities based on their funding, but does not indicate how to do that while still meeting the DCL standards. Private schools are not required to comply with due process standards.
accountability structure for survivors of sexual assault, many of whom do not seek out a rape kit, often delete, throw away or wash off evidence, or repress their trauma for months or even years.

Due process is part and parcel of most arguments against collegiate adjudication of CSA. In many op-eds and interviews, college men, their parents, and a variety of law professors argue that no one should be denied their right to due process when accused of sexual assault.\(^{57}\) Many respondents detail an unevenness in the treatment of parties in their case: that women cry rape and are believed without proper evidence—“proper” often defined as evidence that would be accepted by police departments to qualify for an arrest (rape kit, photo/video footage, physical bruising, etc.). Legal scholars tend to take issue with Title IX’s “bastardization” of due process as a matter of precedent: The Bill of Rights deems that the commitment of a crime cannot be judged outside of due process.

As I have shown, Title IX adjudication procedures have been a site of trauma and contention since 2011, but now under the Trump Administration, campus adjudications have reached a critical point. Each new president “cleans house” after being elected, replacing members of the previous cabinet with new ones, and with new cabinet members come new policies. After her 2017 cabinet appointment was finalized, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos officially rescinded the guidelines of the DCL, specifically the requirement that schools use a preponderance of evidence standard—what she called a “kangaroo court…system run amok.”\(^{58}\) In its statement, the Department of Education wrote that the 2011 policy “lacked basic elements of fairness.”\(^{59}\) Most recently (September, 2018), the Department of Education (DOE) has drafted new Title IX regulations: The definition of sexual harassment has been narrowed to only applying to a pattern of behavior, instead of an isolated incident; schools must use “clear and convincing” instead of preponderance of evidence; incidents have to be reported to school
officials/campus police and cannot be reported to a professor or RA; mediation is the preferred form conflict resolution; the accused can demand “evidence” from survivors and both can cross-examine each other during an investigation; most of the accountability measures for schools failing to comply with Title IX are gone; and the assault has to occur on school grounds for it to count under Title IX (which excludes assaults that occur in off-campus apartments, Greek housing, and study abroad spaces). These regulations were leaked through the New York Times. DeVos has stated that these changes are meant to protect those falsely accused of sexual assault by adhering to criminal standards of investigation. Many of the issuances mentioned are being debated in a few U.S. district courts and may be subject to change as this project continues.

A Taxonomy of Sexual Violence Literature, 1970-2018

There is much scholarly attention paid to sexual violence. Feminist conversations about sexual violence are more or less isolated to discussing survivors of violence: interrogations of classifications of trauma, narratives of victimhood, and the gendering of harassment and assault. Legal scholars tend to document the way that sexual violence law shifts as social mores shift, usually through famous cases and public outcry. Communication scholars tend to focus on the ways that victims are demonized in the public eye. This section seeks to create a taxonomy of the ways sexual violence has been considered within scholarly research: rhetorical patterns that set up dis/belief and gendered assumptions of sexual violence.

Rhetorical Production of Dis/belief

As many scholars and non-scholars alike might note, one of the problems with gender violence is that victims who come forward to share their story are not believed. Scholars have already shown interest in those narrative patterns. Brownmiller was one of the first to document the ways in which the law suppresses reporting of violence, upholds virtually impossible
evidence standards, and uses victims’ past against them in court. She identified and deconstructed many of the rape myths to which our society still clings (e.g. uncontrolled male lust leads to rape, that women vindictively cry rape, clothing invites rape, the rapist is always a stranger). Her work marked the start of many victim-centered support systems: crisis centers, hotlines, self-defense classes, trauma counseling, and more.

Susan Estrich is another founding sexual violence scholar, best known for her book *Real Rape*, in which she refutes the common rape myth of the stranger in the bushes, even while noting that she is a victim of stranger rape herself. Estrich’s major contribution as a legal scholar shows how 1970s U.S. law was only able to prosecute stranger (or “real”) rape, and not “simple” rape committed by a date, friend/family member, or partner. Much of the scholarship seeking to reframe rape draws anguish from understanding rape laws to be written by and for the benefit of white men. This has been primarily theorized by Catherine MacKinnon, who in 1987 wrote that men have defined what rape is by determining what they viewed as a violation of women (based on what they consider to be sex).

In the process of identifying the construction of disbelief, scholars have sought to combat how the inherent disbelief of victims is sanctioned by law. Estrich compares rape to fraud, arguing that money procured in deceit is a crime no matter how it is committed, so the same should be applied to sex. Susan Caringella was inspired by this comparison and focused on why rape is not punished like its reciprocal crimes: homicide and arson. She combines Estrich’s notion that courts ignore the issue of mens rea (commonly understood as criminal intent) and Catherine MacKinnon’s argument that rape law “often contains a mental element, mens rea.” Caringella argues to extend notions of criminal negligence liability and mens rea to create a presumptive involuntariness in consent. These solutions show a focus on the trial
process from a victim-centric angle because, in a climate of gendered disbelief, prosecutors have more than a “clear and convincing” evidence standard stacked against them.

Communication scholars have noted how rape trials participate in meaning-making around sexual violence, as the conversation around the trial influences legislation and social mores. Rape trials present resistive potential for deconstructing public disbelief of victims. Mass media scholar Lisa Cuklanz argues that rape trials and the ensuing media coverage participate in cultural meaning-making—they trumpet the issues they involve but also provide a site for writers and observers to adjudicate not only the trial but ideas about rape in general. However, she also argues that with the trial’s traditional emphasis on the credibility of the victim (a key witness), coverage of the proceedings disproportionately follows suit. The rhetorical construction of meaning around violence can be seen in Valerie Palmer-Mehta’s examination of the media coverage of testimony by survivors of Bill Cosby’s sexual assault, where she argued that these testimonies (re)shape dominant discourses about sexual violence by reclaiming their narratives. Similarly, Shannon Holland’s interrogation of the coverage of the 2004 Super Bowl Halftime Show where singer Justin Timberlake ripped singer Janet Jackson’s shirt off. She argues that the coverage of the event centered the victim (Jackson) as culpable (and a slut), effectively deflecting attention away from the perpetrator (Timberlake). Rachel Griffin also found this to be true in both the case of celebrity boxer Mike Tyson’s rape of actress and Miss Black America contestant Desiree Washington, and alleged rape of exotic dancer Crystal Mangum by three Duke lacrosse players. Griffin concluded that in both cases the victims were simultaneously invisible as survivors of sexual violence and hypervisible with dominant caricatures of black womanhood. The coverage of the assaults was relatively indifferent to the violence, and the victims were subject to the assumptions that all black women lie about sexual assault. Griffin
pointedly notes that NFL player Michael Vick served jail time for animal cruelty when celebrity men like OJ Simpson, Ray Rice, R. Kelly, Kobe Bryant, Chris Brown and countless others who have been violent to women (especially women of color) rarely serve time.\textsuperscript{77}

Within the conversation about the production of disbelief, a third tension emerges in how to think through stranger rape \textit{and} intimate partner violence, as they both occur. I have noticed that some scholars collapse domestic violence or intimate partner violence and sexual assault not only because they often occur together, but also in order to dispel the mythology around stranger rape (a laudable endeavor).\textsuperscript{78} Across this project, I hope to complicate that notion further by nuancing the middle ground between relationship violence and sexual violence. While 8 in 10 rape victims know their attacker, I believe CSA is a rich example of the variety of relationships (abusive or otherwise) that might be able to complicate the stranger/intimate partner binary.\textsuperscript{79}

\textit{Gendered Assumptions about Sexual Violence}

Linguistically scholars have noted patterns in how we discuss sexual violence. Across this work, arguments emerge of the erasure of responsibility in passive voice, the importance of identification, and issues with the gendering of sexual violence so that its victims can only be female. Feminist linguist Julia Penelope illustrates how sentence structure circulates, becoming more passive from “John beat Mary” to “Mary is a battered woman.”\textsuperscript{80} Penelope argues that this change in language holds victims accountable rather than perpetrators; this pattern holds true in court settings with the word “accuser” as opposed to “victim.”\textsuperscript{81} Documentary filmmaker and feminist activist Jackson Katz uses Penelope’s linguistic work to argue that the way we structure language conspires to keep our attention off of male perpetrators of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{82} Currently, communication scholars are engaged in this conversation of naming. Scholars such as Nina Reich and Kate Harris have theorized meanings around sexual assault language like
“victim” and “rape.” Harris notes that in interviews many people who have experienced what might legally be understood as rape do not name their experiences as such.\textsuperscript{83} Reich problematizes the victim/survivor dichotomy arguing that it perpetuates a similar empowered/disen empowered binary and instead contends that we move toward a more nuanced understanding of the self-identification process of those who have experienced violence.\textsuperscript{84} Elsewhere, Harris argues that we should let go of the term “gendered violence” as it is laden with whiteness and perpetuates the invisibility of perpetrators.\textsuperscript{85} Instead, she pushes for calling it “violent gender,” which she deems a more politically agile term that offers a perpetrator-centered view of this violence. Ashley Mack, Carli Bershon, Douglas D. Laiche, & Melissa Navarro respond that we should not understand violence as existing outside of gender in the first place.\textsuperscript{86} They instead argue that “theorizing gender and violence as co-constitutive compels us to examine the systemic nature of gendered violence domestically and globally, but also on our campuses.”\textsuperscript{87} For these authors, understanding gender and violence as inextricable allows us to hold institutions accountable so that they cannot excuse such violence with typical frames such as “boys will be boys.”

Scholars have also sought to show gender operates within assumptions about sexuality. These assumptions construct men as agents and women as objects—men as penetrators and women as empty vessels. Scholars have argued that these constructions romanticize violent sex. Early gender scholars center the public/private and mind/body distinctions that confine gendered and raced bodies to their historical spaces (kitchens, prisons, poverty, etc.).\textsuperscript{88} Elizabeth Grosz wrote of the relations of gendered bodies to space, focusing on disrupting the gendered mind/body split, and that spaces are always-already gendered.\textsuperscript{89} In \textit{Justice and the Politics of Difference}, Young contends that inclusionary participatory frameworks like justice systems—
created by and for white, heterosexual, Christian, property-owning cis-men—assume a homogenous public that does not exist. She is suspect of blanket equality and impartiality in both policy and procedure because she argues that difference should not be ignored, but affirmed, as those differences tend to exist on lines of gender, race, class, and sexuality. These arguments are relevant to thinking about violence as they position issues that would normally be sequestered to the individual have enormous political consequences for gendered bodies.

In this way, the personal is always political, as Julia T. Wood wrote. Wood is a foundational author in the communication field for injecting gender into discussions power dynamics in interpersonal relationships, focusing on how personal interactions scale up. Brownmiller was one of the first feminist scholars to theorize that rape was more about gender dynamics between men and women than an individual crime of passion. In later works, Wood used first-person narratives of sexual violence to interrogate the way that society silences victims when framing sexual assault. Celeste Condit has theorized the way that violence has permeated discussions of feminism so that all hegemonic practices (such as rhetoric) are implicated as violent patriarchal acts. She uses moments of gender violence and spousal abuse to interrogate how the gendered private sphere silences women, effectively stopping them from speaking out and making real change. Condit argues that “dichotomy feminism,” which purports to sanction the private sphere for women, since they have been historically denied access to the all-male public sphere, is not useful because it perpetuates past violence. Bryan McCann has offered some insights into (in)visibility of gender within violence with his discussion of Charlize Theron’s portrayal of Aileen Wuornos—a famous lesbian serial killer prostitute who killed men at truck stops. He notes that systems of gendered oppression are missing from the film, that Theron (a beautiful Hollywood actress) won her Academy Award not for her depictions of PTSD
and sexual violence, but for delving into the “monster” that was Wuornos.\textsuperscript{98} To be seen as woman is to be constantly under threat of violence, and the way that we communicate about violence often ignores its gendered roots. In this way, sexual violence is a system of power and domination, rather than an interpersonal problem.

Other scholars contend that sexuality (both in act and representation) is caught up in gendered power dynamics. Suzanne Enck and Blake McDaniel use musicians Rhianna and Eminem’s video “Love the Way You Lie” to illustrate how the U.S. is invested in romanticizing cycles of abuse to (re)secure hegemonic masculinity.\textsuperscript{99} Enck has elsewhere argued that actor Kevin Spacey’s reframe of sexual assault accusations as a coming out narrative masks acts of sexual aggression against a child.\textsuperscript{100} MacKinnon contends that misogyny stems from sexual sadism, writing, “If violation of the powerless is part of what is sexy about sex, as well as central in the meaning of male and female, the place of sexuality in gender and the place of gender in sexuality need to be looked at together.”\textsuperscript{101} In this way, MacKinnon theorizes that much of pushback victims receive when they come forward comes from a confluence of factors: domination inherent in heterosexual sex that translates onto rape, and the fact that laws are written from a male perspective (where they control sex, and do not understand rape fear) thus the burden of proof that rape is not sex is higher. When representations of violence in sex have become so normalized that it is difficult to know where sex ends and rape begins. These authors show how gender is an integral part of sexuality, but it is in the romanticizing of violent sex where rape becomes normal.

It is important to note that many of the scholars I have included above theorize about sexual violence as if other identities do not intersect with victim as woman. This creates a kind of “sisterhood” of sexual violence. The construction of such a sisterhood has been heavily critiqued,
as it renders power within storytelling invisible—especially as it is been historically demonstrated that white voices are heard much more than voices of color. Brownmiller has been heavily criticized for using examples in her book that promoted racist ideas. Feminists of color take issue with the perceived sisterhood of the anti-rape movement, many arguing that indeed sexual violence exists and persists differently across intersections of experience. For black feminists like Angela Davis, bell hooks, and Patricia Hill Collins, modern experiences of violence and black womanhood stem from a long history of the framing of black women as being “unrapable” to prop up the systematic rape of black women in chattel slavery. These experiences of rape are not only defined by gender, but gender and race as inextricable. Suzanne Enck has argued that coverage of domestic violence perpetrated by black male athletes relies on racist tropes to recognize violence, and thus perpetuates racism against black men, and re-inscribes norms of hegemonic white masculinity. For many scholars, the resolution to this problem is a bit unclear, but most seem to agree that a critical eye toward identity is a necessity in the study of sexual violence.

**Rhetorical Law as Constitutive and Constructive**

Given my interest in the tensions between law and rhetoric that pervade conversations about CSA, I turn to scholarship at the intersections of law and rhetoric to help us comprehend the following: that the law is constructed, and thus is inherently rhetorical; through criticism of law, rhetorical scholars can unveil systems of power in order to deconstruct them; and that rhetoricians have by and large paid scant attention to due process of law, a study of which would provide interesting insight into the false sense of neutrality in which we classify laws.

Some might wonder what right a rhetorical scholar (such as myself) has to engage with legal texts? Within the lay understanding of rhetoric as manipulation or persuasion and law as
neutral and concrete, law and rhetoric seem mutually exclusive. However, many rhetoricians have argued that law is inherently rhetorical. John Louis Lucaites, Celeste Condit, and Marouf Hasian identify the professionalization of legal studies as making it difficult for those without a Juris Doctor degree to be heard. Early 20th Century Legal Realists theorized that judicial proceedings are always-already colored by ideology, and that arbiters of law do not just apply the law to contingent situations, but instead are actively involved in the process of inventing law through enactment. Lucaites had previously documented the disciplinary shift to understanding the law as bound up in its rhetorical articulations and the community around it—also known as Critical Legal Studies (CLS). Influenced by feminist, poststructuralist, postmodern, and neo-Marxist theories, CLS scholars saw rhetoric and the law as operating together recursively to (re)legitimize socio-political systems as (falsely) neutral. CLS scholars collectively argue that a CLS approach views the boundary between rhetoric and legal studies as a political space with possibility for radical change. Law professor Eileen Scallen argues that rhetorical critics are well-positioned to provide instructive, reconstructive, and evaluative criticism for legal professionals, especially if they have an eye toward practice, because rhetoric adds context to otherwise wholly specific case law. Anjali Vats provides an example of this reconstructive criticism when she intervenes in intellectual property law cases to counter the discourse around copyright law that classifies it a racially neutral. She shows how intellectual property laws rely on narratives of theft to mark certain work as original and others as theft. In this way, she notes that often absent from law is the recognition of the global inequalities that facilitates private ownership in the first place. This methodology is further demonstrated by Marouf Hasian and Trevor Parry-Gilles who argue that critical rhetoric can provide an understanding of law through lived experience and communal life. The complexities of
appearance and enactment of policy can be lost in the relatively dry and sparse nature of the language of laws themselves. As demonstrated in the above literature, legal texts do not stand alone—in creation, enactment, and enforcement they are caught up in discourse, which is all the more reason for rhetorical scholars to continue to engage with them.

Across this thesis, I begin with the assumption that the law is constitutively produced and re-produced. Established and re-established through discourse, law standardizes the social order, such as class, gender, and race.\textsuperscript{114} As Robert Hariman claims, “society reproduces itself through performance before spectators in public space…The performance of laws then becomes a singularly powerful locus of social control, for it is the very means by which the members of the community know who they are.”\textsuperscript{115} For Hariman, the law is both performative and constitutive. It acts as a “powerful locus of social control,” directing and disciplining populations; a person understands themselves as either inside or outside of the law.\textsuperscript{116}

While a powerful locus of control, the law is still constructed by humans. Jame Boyd White and Hariman both make clear that the law is not an omnipotent apparatus of The State. Instead, it is fluidly upheld by those under its purview. Most CLS scholars pull from Jacques Derrida’s “Force of Law” where he argues that laws are constitutive in nature; laws reside in a cyclical motion in which they must have authority, and it is those who follow the law that make up its authority.\textsuperscript{117} In like manner, Robert Asen situates “public policy as a mediation of rhetorical and material forces” drawing on the “constitutive and consequential power of rhetoric as well as other factors like institutional authority and financial resources.”\textsuperscript{118} Put simply, the audience gives the Title IX its power; Title IX’s original wording as well as the DCL signal legal power, and we believe the performance.
When Asen situates public policy as a mediation of material and rhetorical forces, he argues that, while rhetorical in construction, public policies enable particular material inputs—money, goods, opportunities, services—to certain populations in order to achieve certain outcomes. In the case of Title IX and the DCL, this means providing college students with a service by which they can seek accountability after being sexually assaulted. While having embodied effects for real people, Asen also notes that, “since material outcomes require human participation, rhetoric plays an equally important role in public policy through the ineluctable operation of meaning.” The policies around Title IX “create, negotiate and re-define the meaning” of the services provided by the government and the university to ensure what equality in representation means in American education.

In the bigger picture, Asen argues that public policy can be a constitutive force for (re)creating/negotiating national identity. Sara McKinnon makes a similar argument, noting that law “naturalizes the nation as categories to construct a story of the United States as always, in advance, white, European, middle class, heterosexual, able bodied, sound in mind, and male.” It is unsurprising that Audre Lorde’s *mythical norm* appears as America’s national imaginary, but this argument highlights the manner by which we as a nation try to address inequality. Isaac West argues that citizenship is not the regressive concept acting as a barrier to radical equality, but instead an everyday, lived communicative process, not just a label bequeathed by those in power. By understanding citizenship as a daily performative practice, West opens up new possibilities for a rearticulation of citizenship that lets go of homogeneity, and embraces a sense of unity in difference. The 2011 DCL marked a national commitment to serve those deemed most likely to experience sexual assault on a college campus: women. Title IX represented a recognition that women were not being treated equally in a country where
(as stated in the DCL) “education is the great equalizer.”

By Asen and McKinnon’s logic, the nation is negotiated here to acknowledge that women exist, but they are not “naturalized” by already existing laws of the nation, which is why we as a nation needed an Education Amendment to include them. To return to Asen’s earlier discussion of materiality, this is not to say that the material outcomes of Title IX have been negative. In fact, having multiple options for accountability has benefitted many survivors of CSA, but the point stands that policymaking builds the nation, and many equal protections policies are responding to a national mythical norm. It also stands that it is possible, according to West, to build citizenship around a unity of difference in everyday practice, such as due process.

Finally, while rhetorical scholars have attended to the critical questions of both sexual violence and law, due process has been overlooked by rhetoricians, and thus understudied. Only a few rhetorical scholars have intervened in due process, mostly discussing ways to resist its false neutrality. Peter Odell Campbell argues that using substantive due process under the 14th Amendment (instead of procedural due process) is a way to inject radical queer politics into legal doctrine. Procedural due process treats everyone equally under the law, but Campbell notes that equal does not indicate equitable. Through substantive due process, the Supreme Court was able to alter Texas’ existing anti-sodomy laws, saving a gay couple from persecution for having consensual sex. Through due process we can understand the false neutrality of the law, and how practice can make equitable change. It is through a CLS lens that I can move forward to analyze how narratives of due process operate in public discourse around CSA.

**Method: Narrative Criticism**

For the purposes of this project, I seek out a narrative criticism. If we are to understand, as Walter Fisher would, people to be natural story-tellers, then we can use their narratives to
better understand the building of social worlds, and in that construction, the manifestation of social power. With a narrative criticism lens, I believe I can procure a better understanding of characterizations of victimhood, law, and functionalities of consent.

Narrative criticism is foundationally a form of rhetorical criticism. As rhetorical critics Campbell and Burkholder note:

Just as language is never neutral or impersonal, so rhetoric, no matter how expository or informative it may seem, is always designed to gain acceptance for certain ways or evaluating and labeling things. Similarly, as the naming process includes feelings and attitudes toward what is named, so rhetoric, because it is concerned with problems, seeks to label and evaluate in ways that make present conditions unsatisfactory, even intolerable, for audiences.¹²⁹

I find Campbell and Burkholder to speak directly to the expository formations of law in their condemnation of language’s masquerade. As a rhetorical critic, I take the phrase “language is never neutral or impersonal” very seriously as my lens of inquiry. Campbell and Burkholder go on to assert that language and behaviors go through an evaluative naming process where they are labeled “normal” or “deviant.”¹³⁰ Flores also contends that “mediated representations, then, can be powerful rhetorical forces,” which suggests that the way we tell stories contains a power that, in itself, speaks volumes.¹³¹

There has been great debate about the use of narrative in rhetorical studies, but most studies show an interest in the act of story-telling.¹³² Rhetoricians understand the act of building a narrative as a key rhetorical formation—particularly its allure.¹³³ Jasinski notes that narrative (whether whole or a collection of cultural fragments) acts as a lens in building a social world.¹³⁴ Lucaites and Condit note that narratives explain past events as a mode to create possible futures, which can be framed as desirable or harmful.¹³⁵ Flores contends that the notion of narrative futures manifests itself in the construction of the nation, by framing of certain identities as inherently un-American.¹³⁶ Enticed by these futures, Kirkwood argues, audiences make real the
vision of the nation contained in the narrative, possibly in the form of anti-immigration laws or Ku Klux Klan lynchings.¹³⁷

Scholars have shown that vocabularies form as a consequence of narratives, and thus narratives are a worthy point of study. Narratives collectively develop contextual vocabularies which spill into other narratives, and have political consequences. Studying narrative exposes the composition process of vocabularies, so that we can understand how narratives and vocabularies (re)construct cultural values and norms. Lucaites and Condit established that a public vocabulary forms in the repetition of cultural narratives and characterizations.¹³⁸ The language within the vocabulary contains meaning conducive to life within this social identity, circulating foundational ideas of a culture—its structure and values. Condit stipulates that public vocabularies gain social credibility offering explanations for how a society functions.¹³⁹ In this way, I pay close attention to vocabularies used by each John Doe in order to examine the relationships those vocabularies have with social power and credibility, with a specific eye toward the law. How do these men characterize their experiences—what do their similarities reveal and what can we learn from their deviations?

Their deviations from set vocabularies also matter because contradictions power characterization. Flores contends that “the public sphere generally maintains multiple and often competing cultural narratives. Central to their ideological functions are those characterizations at play within them.”¹⁴⁰ Characterizations appear in a public vocabulary to paint actors, scenes, and telos.¹⁴¹ Narratives gather power through the recognizability and allure of its characterizations of actors and forces.¹⁴² Carlson argues that character-types “may alter an audience’s perception of a series of events.”¹⁴³ Goldzwig and Sullivan further argue that amidst competing cultural narratives, character-types speaking from a position of privilege are more normalized than
marginalized bodies. However, narrative scholars maintain that public narratives are rarely coherent and linear, but are instead often fragmented and contradictory, especially over complex social issues. Yet, according to Carlson and illustrated by Flores, “narratives can gain force when elements of competing narratives are mixed together such that, for all the seeming disparities, underlying aspects of coherence appear.” For Flores, un-American-ness underlies the clearly disparate characterizations of the peon and the illegal alien. There are several moments for characterization of the narratives from the John Does that rely on positions of privilege, that rely on/reaffirm vocabularies, and that are often fragmented and/or contradictory. These characterizations matter because these cases are being heard in courts of law and have the potential for significant impact on current and future victimized bodies. The discussed scholars have shown that analyzing these narratives is critical to identifying underlying communicative structures that make up our society. I argue that it is through criticizing narratives that we may begin to undo them and strive to resist harmful public vocabularies.

Given these arguments about the importance of narrative criticism, I will collect and examine narratives surrounding perpetrators who claim that their college denied them due process. My artifacts are a set of first-person narratives that appear in a collection of the lawsuits against colleges about sexual misconduct that has been adjudicated through Title IX. Following Jasinski, Lucaites & Condit, and Flores, I define narrative as the process of creating a linear past through a mix of cultural artifacts and series of events to create a possible future(s). Because narratives are created in non-linear form and are typically multiple, I have gathered narratives from primary legal source documents, specifically the original complaints made against the school as filed with their respective U.S. District Courts, but I also situate these narratives in the cultural context from which they emerge: public/mass media coverage of sexual violence as well
as federal guidance from the Department of Education. I look to these particular sources because the creation of persuasive texts often centers storytelling over time and through several outlets. In my analysis, I will be gathering and analyzing the vocabularies and self-characterizations of these four Title IX violators to discuss the ways in which whiteness and masculinity build law as fair and neutral, consent as both simple and complex, and Title IX as unfair to men and partial to women. I seek to probe patriarchy (a scholarly go-to for structural blame) in order to understand these narratives as interacting with abusive legal frameworks, victim silence, and a culture of presumed consent. I believe that through this lens I may be able to grant more understanding of the relationship between sexual violence and the law that goes beyond patriarchy and delves into the complexities of sexual violence that are often narrativized simple.

**Chapter Preview**

Throughout this chapter I have shown a wide range of discussions of law and sexual violence throughout the relatively short time it has been a prominent part of the lexicon of scholarship. I have created a taxonomy of scholarly work to put in conversation with my own situated scholarship, and I have delved into the details of my methodological commitments. For the remainder of this project I seek to use a narrative analysis to discuss these lawsuits against four schools, with a specific focus on their complaints of lack of due process and gender discrimination against men. In chapter two I illustrate the legal/administrative oscillations of Title IX administrative procedures through a lens of due process; chapter three investigates how the Does frame consent in their narratives, illuminating the inherent complexities of consent for which law can never account; and finally, I conclude in chapter four by bring these two themes together to discuss how they make sense of narratives of fairness and justice.
In chapter two, I put some of the assumptions of rhetoric and law to work to interrogate what kinds of authority (or lack thereof) Title IX procedures build when they oscillate between legal and administrative language. I perform a close reading of the original 2011 DCL and connect it to conversations of constitutive law and agency to intervene into feminist discussions of campus sexual violence. I question how the bifurcation of rhetoric and law has enabled and constrained certain practices of adjudication sexual violence. I hope that viewing CSA through the role of form in policy and procedural documentation will unearth how the DCL exploits cracks and fissures in the law to resist hegemonic norms of power that silence victims or cannot provide recourse. Instead of working within existing sexual assault and rape statute, it bypasses it completely, creating its own system of adjudication procedures that resembles the law but has none of the same consequences.

Title IX has unearthed the nuance of providing equity after the recognition of discrimination. Instead of the rigid processes of equality under the law, where everyone is ostensibly treated the same, I ponder in chapter three what qualifies as sexual consent? Building off the work of Kate Harris and Abigaël Candelas de la Ossa, I examine the Does’ lawsuits as case studies to interrogate the gendered performatives of heterosexuality that enable masculine sexual domination and feminine passivity. Scholars must attend to the interpersonal negotiations of consent beyond “yes” and “no” because these are also negotiations of gender and power. This lens complicates both our understandings of consent and of consent under the law. What are the possibilities for legal (hetero)sexuality? I explore how Robin Bauer’s notion of critical consent interacts with power. The context from which they write already assumes a certain power differential that exists in BDSM relationships, but I ponder what other complexities of my
chosen cases add to notions of consent since both relationships and trauma tend to be more complex than simple “yes/no.” I consider if the law equipped to account for these nuances.

Finally, in my concluding chapter, I delve into one final argument before concluding this thesis project. I mobilize a few moments from the case studies where the two themes I have identified in chapters two and three come together, manifesting themselves into a conversation about fairness and justice. Juxtaposing criminal processes (which have been coded as equal by treating all the same) with Title IX and other Civil Rights legislation (which seek equity by privileging marginalized populations), I consider the ways in which whiteness and masculinity (re)assert themselves through narratives of fairness. I ponder how the notoriously unambiguous legal system can address the nuance of issues like consent, which is often not nearly as clear as legally necessitated. I conclude chapter four by reflecting on moments of possibility for Title IX, consent education, and alternative accountability methods that might be available outside of the legal system.
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Chapter 2

The Legal/Administrative Oscillations of the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter

The 2011 Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) has been noted by scholars of Title IX and campus sexual violence to be a turning point in the available accountability measures for addressing sexual assault at school.¹ It has also, as noted in the previous chapter, been a point of national political contention as both Presidents Obama and Trump made addressing sexual violence (whether preventing and adjudicating it or condoning it) an integral part of their most recent presidential elections. The DCL is the crux at which both presidents disagreed. Obama’s administration constructed the DCL, heralding Title IX as an administrative way for schools to address the hostile environment created by CSA without having to utilize the criminal justice system; Trump’s administration has rescinded it, arguing that as a law Title IX denies alleged campus perpetrators’ right to due process of law. So, which is it—a law or an administrative policy? Can it be both, and if so, what are our expectations of an administrative/law hybrid?

The DCL frequently utilizes contradictory language. It states, “public and state-supported schools must provide due process to the alleged perpetrator.” In the same paragraph, though, it also contends that “schools should ensure that steps taken to accord due process rights to the alleged perpetrator do not restrict or unnecessarily delay the Title IX protections for the complainant.”² Much like Shakespeare’s Hamlet, there is something rotten in the state of Denmark, if only because these conflicts have reached a crisis moment in the form of numerous men suing their colleges or universities for allegedly violating their due process rights and discriminated against them as men by following the recommendations of the DCL. This crisis moment deserves scholarly attention due to the controversial nature of the claims as well as
perhaps the following question: what is it about university-based Title IX proceedings that makes students feel as if they are guaranteed the same rights and treatment as a criminal court?

In this chapter I argue that the DCL operates between two different narrative forms: it mobilizes both legal and administrative logics, setting competing formal expectations and paradoxically satisfying them both. Through a narrative criticism of the document, I argue that the DCL becomes unintelligible in form, which speaks to a larger understanding of the blurring of lines between administrative and legal discourses from which it pulls. It is through this blurring that the DCL is able to speak softly as a set of guidelines and carry a big stick of the threat of losing federal funding. In order to make this argument, I delve into the relationships between law and rhetoric, as well as form and narrative because through understanding the relationships between the narratives we tell and our expectations of those narratives we can better understand society’s expectations law and what happens when those expectations are destabilized. The implications of DCL’s blend of legal and administrative narrative logics are beginning to reach beyond the campus quads and lecture halls. The blurring of lines between legal and administrative logics has enabled students to sue their schools for failing to provide them with due process of law, but it has also enabled multiple district court judges to dismiss the lawsuits citing the DCL and Title IX proceedings as non-legal proceedings. While the dynamics of this stalemate are currently changing as more and more schools are settling the lawsuits, the blurring of narrative logics carries larger set of implications for both those invested in Title IX and CSA policy outcomes, but also for intersections of rhetoric and legal studies. If we are to understand the rhetorical significance of the ways in which the DCL vacillates between narrative logics of law and administrative policy, we must attend to the means through which the lines between law and rhetoric become blurred as well. It becomes clear that assumptions of law as
both concrete and objective are both constructed and productive of certain ideals of the American legal/judicial system as just and fair. The DCL’s blurring of narrative logics allows the document, and in relation, Title IX to exist in the intermediary space between law and administrative rhetoric, which allows it to pull from both narrative logics, often simultaneously. This blurring is fertile ground for the DCL to operate tactically to better serve campus survivors.

This chapter will first give a brief overview of the context from which the DCL emerges and operates within to introduce the case studies of several undergraduate men who cite the DCL as the reason that they are suing their colleges for violating their due process rights and for discriminating against them as men. Second, it will disrupt the dichotomy between law as stable justice and rhetoric as manipulation in order to mobilize law as a rhetorical narrative. Third, it considers available scholarship on narrative and form to discuss how the DCL oscillates between the narrative expectations of legal and administrative language. Fourth, this chapter conducts a narrative analysis of the DCL to decipher how it both upholds and disrupts both sets of narrative expectations. The chapter concludes by discussing how the DCL’s blend of legal/administrative language functions tactically to exploit fissures and weaknesses in both narrative logics to resist hegemonic norms of power that silence victims or cannot provide recourse.

**Responses to the DCL in Context**

The creation of the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) is often credited as filling the need to provide equal access to higher education for women by adjudicating campus sexual assault (CSA). Put simply, the (repeated) threat of sexual violence was deemed a gendered barrier for women to matriculate and graduate from institutions of learning, and the DCL set out to provide accountability measures for that issue. Public policy relies on narratives to justify its existence and need for adherence. In other words, legislation and narrative co-construct one another. Often,
public policy relies on what Thomas A. Birkland called a “focusing event.”\textsuperscript{3} Birkland defined such an event as one that is “sudden; relatively uncommon; [that] can be reasonably defined as harmful or revealing the possibility of potentially greater future harms; [that] has harms that are concentrated in a particular geographical area or community of interest; and that is known to policy makers and the public simultaneously.”\textsuperscript{4} In the case of the DCL, the NIJ study mentioned in Chapter 1 was the focusing event, which was only amplified by the wave of media coverage of campus sexual assault. But as Birkland noted, focusing events are “not politically neutral” and can “serve as important opportunities for politically disadvantaged groups to champion messages that had been effectively suppressed by dominant groups and advocacy coalitions.”\textsuperscript{5} The DCL took the narrative of the study, that revealed the proliferation of sexual assault on college campuses, and relocated and repurposed the internal narrative as a policy document. The statistic that 1 in 4 women would be sexually assaulted during her time in college functioned to justify the shifting the focus Title IX from representation to assault. This call to action animated dialogue between the public and internal institutional activity systems, altering the purposes and relationships of each. Schools changed their policies and created new departments because of this document, starting investigations as soon as January of 2012. Amy Devitt noted that narrative shifts “is often but not always a gradual process of subtle adaptations,”\textsuperscript{6} which complements C. D. Rude’s point that most policy change is “slow and incremental.”\textsuperscript{7} Conversely, the DCL spotlights how a pathway to accelerated policy change can clear abruptly in the face of events that reveal how a narrative is what Michael Knievel deems “complicit in public policy failure and incapable of meeting rapidly evolving rhetorical demands.”\textsuperscript{8} As Jeffery Grabill noted, “understanding policy making as a function of institutionalized rhetorical
In response to a national study that cited that 1 in 4 women would experience sexual assault in college, the 24-hour news cycle was constantly covering CSA from 2008 to today (according to my Google Alert), as schools scrambled to meet the guidelines of the DCL and the needs to worried parents and students by following the guidelines of the DCL. Their biggest issues? As Senator James Lankford noted in a letter to the OCR, schools struggled because the DCL lacked clear guidance for how institutions should respond to the growing issues of CSA. To say nothing of the famously languid rate of change academia, were schools really equipped to adjudicate a felony? Lankford also questioned the legal authority of the DCL—were DCLs law or merely guidelines? The exact legal status of the DCL is murky. A Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) is an official, public way for federal agencies to communicate with Congress and other entities. The OCR cited the 2015 Supreme Court confirmation of the Administrative Procedures Act, under which federal agencies may issue guidance without the need for congressional legislation or executive order. However, in the same letter, the OCR clarified that the Dear Colleague letter acts only as guidance for colleges and does not carry “the force and effect of law.” There is no legal mandate to follow the recommendations stipulated in the letter, but compliance is all but guaranteed because noncompliance threatens access to federal funding essential for both public and private schools. And thus we find ourselves in a precarious rhetorical situation. Where does law end and guidance begin? And what does that bifurcation (or lack thereof) mean for Title IX, the DCL, the schools trying to provide services to students, alleged perpetrators, and, most importantly, victims of CSA?
Colleges comply with the DCL by using a preponderance of evidence standard, mandating expedient investigations, and deviating from common criminal procedure in several key ways. The DCL states that college grievance processes must use a preponderance of evidence standard, meaning that “it is more likely than not that harassment or violence occurred.” This is a far lower standard than “beyond a reasonable doubt” or “clear and convincing”—both of which are used in the criminal justice system. The DCL also requires public or state schools to use due process because they are considered government entities based on their funding, yet, the DCL does not define “due process” in text or footnote, and therefore public schools are left to define it for themselves. According to the Due Process Clauses of Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, no person shall “be deprived life, liberty, or property without due process of law.” Thus, most state schools subscribe to the constitutional and legal definition of due process for their Title IX processes, even though those processes are decidedly not legal proceedings. Second, schools are instructed to conduct investigations into sex- and gender-based violence in an efficient manner—completing the process within 60 days or less. However, the OCR did stipulate that the time limit was not applicable in complex cases, specifically cases that address multiple incidents at once. Third, the OCR “strongly discourages schools from allowing the parties personally to question or cross-examine each other during the hearing” because it could create a “hostile environment” in which the alleged victim is traumatized while having to confront his or her attacker. Schools often still do allow cross-examination but most do not (as encouraged by the DCL) allow students to have lawyers present during the investigation because the presence of lawyers associates the investigation with a legal proceeding.
The number of victims who have reported sexual assault to the campus officials has risen precipitously since 2011. While reporting structures for on-campus crimes have been available since much earlier than 2011, schools were not authorized to adjudicate crimes beyond plagiarism and petty theft until the release of the DCL. With the number of reports sexual violence on the rise, it stands to reason that the number of suspensions or expulsions would rise as well. That is not the case. A 2014 study of over 125 colleges nationwide that found that only 1 in 3 Title IX cases resulted in expulsion for the respondent. But the ones who have been expelled believe that they were treated unfairly. Since as early as 2014, new accusations have arisen from students expelled after being found responsible for violating Title IX arguing that colleges are depriving men accused of sexual assault of their rights to due process. Parties are now suing the schools that suspended or expelled them for denying them due process of law through gender discrimination against them as men. These suits emerge on uneven grounds. Their complaints argue that schools violated their Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights by not providing them with due process of law in their Title IX investigations, but also that the schools could never have provided them with due process because schools are ill-equipped to do so as non-legal entities. They focus on the stipulations of the DCL as integral to the university’s ability to discriminate against them: the preponderance of evidence is discriminatory and too lenient of an evidence standard, the grievance procedure favors the accuser, and the DCL’s focus on victim advocacy is a violation of the due process rights of the accused.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, I have collected the narratives of four undergraduate men who are suing their respective colleges (University of Cincinnati, University of Colorado at Boulder, University of Michigan, and Texas A&M University) for failing to provide them with due process. These narratives take the form of complaints submitted to their
regional district court, obtained through public records requests. The narratives these (majority) John Does tell of their experiences with their school’s Title IX proceedings share major themes to which rhetoricians should attend, as they are symbolic and persuasive in nature. Each of the following themes is, by these men, considered a violation of their due process rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

First, each narrative argues that the preponderance of evidence standard imposed by the 2011 DCL places an “improper burden of proof” on the alleged perpetrator as opposed to the accuser, which discriminates against the alleged perpetrator on the basis of gender. University of Colorado at Boulder John Doe (Boulder Doe) asserted that “the DCL minimized due process protections for the accused by, among other things, eschewing any presumption of innocence.”

Here, Boulder Doe cites a what is a commonly known standard of the American criminal justice system: innocent until proven guilty by accusing his federally funded school of not following it. Texas A&M University John Doe (TAMU Doe) added that the university “creates an environment in which male students accused of sexual misconduct are nearly assured of a finding of responsibility.” This environment denies the accused his fundamental due process rights and deprives these male students of educational opportunities solely on the basis of their sex.” Not only does TAMU presume guilt of the accused, but in their Title IX processes, they discriminate against men by always finding them responsible for violating sexual harassment policy. University of Cincinnati John Doe (Cincy Doe) went even further to say that “requiring students to prove, because of the improper shifting of the burden of proof, that they have not committed a sexual assault or engaged in sexual harassment makes any new hearing futile because it is often difficult to prove a negative.” Cincy Doe brings the issue back to a federal
level by indicting the nationwide shift of burden of proof, arguing that it is more difficult to prove that violence did not happen than proving that it did.

Second, the narratives argue that the preponderance of evidence standard is too low for a criminal proceeding. Cincy Doe reports that “instead of requiring accusers to prove they were assaulted, the accused students have to prove they had consent; and schools apply the very lowest standard of proof — preponderance of the evidence.”²⁷ He also charged the university with permitting the use of “hearsay evidence” and “impact statements,” which he deemed were not based in fact.²⁸ Couched in many of these assertions is the accusation that schools do not seek out evidence that is not readily offered to them (such as medical records), and even when presented with records, schools tend to weigh them the same as what these narratives consistently refer to as “hearsay” or witness testimony. States, the Does argue, use a criminal standard for sexual assault cases, and those cases must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Since public schools are state-funded institutions, they should be held to state standards.

Third, the narratives assert that several aspects of the process, including limited cross-examination, interim safety measures after the report is filed, and the appeals process unfairly favor the accuser. All of the Does complained that their university had severely limited their ability to cross-examine witnesses or their accuser, by only allowing them to submit written questions to the investigative board.²⁹ I noted their use of the term “cross-examine” which is a common practice used by lawyers in courtrooms across the nation. Usually, cross-examination is face-to-face and without prior approval from the judge or jury. Cincy Doe noted that the university “often imposes restrictions and punishments – sometimes referred to as ‘interim measures’ – based solely on an allegation without allowing for any hearing or even conducting any investigation.”³⁰ These interim measures could include moving the alleged perpetrator out of
the accuser’s dorm or out of a shared class; measures could also include no-contact orders (similar to restraining orders but with very few consequences) and extensions on deadlines for the accuser, which Cincy Doe cited was a reason to report assault in the first place. University of Michigan John Doe (Michigan Doe) writes, “Due process protections exist to protect the accused and permit the accused to appeal an erroneous determination of guilt. However, the university permitted the accuser to appeal the [institution’s] decision in which Plaintiff had been found not to violate the Policy.”31 Here, Michigan Doe refers to what is legally known as double jeopardy. In the United States criminal justice system, you cannot be tried twice for the same crime, so in this case allowing the accuser to appeal the decision made by the university is effectively trying Michigan Doe twice for sexual assault.

Fourth, and finally, the Does argue that the federal guidance structure of the DCL does a poor job of addressing due process because it focuses much more on victim advocacy, thus allowing schools to flout the due process rights of the accused. As cited by Boulder Doe (and repeated piecemeal by the others), “the DCL minimized due process protections for the accused by, among other things, eschewing any presumption of innocence, mandating a preponderance of the evidence standard, limiting cross-examination, and forbidding certain forms of alternative dispute resolution.”32 In each of their complaints, each John Doe pulls moments from their experience with Title IX where their accuser’s needs and comfort were placed above theirs, and they believe that unfair in a set of federal guidelines.

I take the time to pull snippets from these narratives to lay the foundation for the rest of this chapter. Through these narratives, I see conflicted understandings of the role of the 2011 DCL—is it legal or is it administrative? All four Does refer to Title IX investigations as “improper” based on their expectations of how a legal proceeding should function. At the same
time, they also point out that the administrative language of the DCL is “unfair” and “discriminatory” along the lines of gender, thus violating Title IX. These signifiers of un/fair are assigned to certain types of language and action. The Does connect law with fairness, and administrative Title IX proceedings with lack of fairness. In this way, the DCL has both the form and content of legal and an administrative document, and thus invites these suits. If we are to understand rhetoric as the interaction between symbolic action and knowledge, belief, and opinion, we can then begin to notice how invocations of law collide with invocations of fairness in these narratives. Given how the blurring of legal/administrative language invites these lawsuits, we need to explore the DCL and think at the intersections of law and rhetoric. In the next section, I tackle the assumptions of law as value-neutral and argue, as many have before me that law is inherently rhetorical.

**Law as Rhetoric**

The four above accounts of Title IX proceedings as unfair and unlawful show the connections between law, rhetoric, and persuasion. All four of these narratives seek to persuade a judge that a harm worth trying has been committed, and the very existence of all four complaints signal the rhetoricity of law. They cite a document that “requires” schools (at the expense of federal funding) to execute a set of administrative tasks that ended in the plaintiff’s expulsion. However, as noted earlier, the DCL is not considered by its governing body (the OCR) to have “force of law.” Given this polemic situation, I consider what the age-old question: what is law anyway? How, if at all, is it rhetorical?

Law is widely considered to be “reason free from passion.” Across public discourse, we hear that law circulates as free from passion – as neutral, fair, and just. But rhetoricians and critical legal scholars and critical rhetorical theorists say otherwise. They argue that we must
think about law as rhetorical. James Boyd White wrote, “legal scholars have picked up habits that allow them to talk about language not as a field of action, but as if it were transparent or neutral.” Rhetoricians have contend that language is many things, but it is never neutral, and Critical Legal scholars have furthered argued that law is caught up in many of meaning-making trappings of other types of language. Law and rhetoric scholars have argued that rhetorical critics are well-positioned to provide instructive, reconstructive, and evaluative criticism for legal professionals because rhetoric adds context to otherwise wholly specific case law. Critical Legal scholars have laid the groundwork to understand law as a function of rhetoric. I lead with this assumption because if we understand law through a rhetorical lens, then we can better comprehend how law functions in order to exact the desired action and adherence.

Legal-rhetorical scholars have also argued that law is constitutively (re)produced. White understands the law as a shared language, “a set of resources for claiming, resisting, and declaring significance.” (Re)established through discourse, law standardizes the social order, such as class, gender, and race. This notion of law is in direct opposition to two popular views of law: first (as noted above), that laws are essentially value-free, and second, that the power of state operates with unflinching authority. Roberto Unger, author of the book *The Critical Legal Studies Movement*, rejects legal theories of objectivism which obscure “how power ridden and manipulable materials gain a semblance of authority, necessity, and determinacy” in society. In their place, he argues legal theories should embrace subjectivism. Robert Hariman furthers this idea of constitutive legal rhetoric by claiming, “society reproduces itself through performance before spectators in public space…The performance of laws then becomes a singularly powerful locus of social control, for it is the very means by which the members of the community know who they are.” For Hariman, the law is both performative and constitutive. It acts as a
“powerful locus of social control,” directing and disciplining populations; a person understands themselves as either inside or outside of the law. The key to these arguments is as follows: while the power of law is produced constitutively, it is still disciplining bodies.

Scholars have also theorized the law as performative. White and Hariman deconstruct the notion of law as an omnipotent apparatus of the state. Instead, they understand law as fluidly upheld by those under its purview, but with formidable effects. We, residents of a given space, constitutively uphold the law of the land as is performatively compulsory, but as Robert Asen mentions, it is more than complex than that due to material factors such as the stickiness of institutional authority and the persuasive nature of financial control. To apply this argument to the DCL, it would be short-sighted to only consider how laws like Title IX are created through constitutive forces. While a social constructionist view does allow for the pillar-like authority of law to be more easily disassembled and its parts analyzed, it does not take into consideration the potency of the institutions we have built and the material value we have assigned to them. If we consider the billions of dollars’ worth of federal funding that the writers of the DCL hold in their hands, then we can better understand the strife that a mere 20-page document could invite.

While I recognize law as both constitutive and performative, as a scholar with a special attention to gender, I would be remiss to exclude law as both material and partial. While law is constitutively produced and performative, it has real consequences for bodies and is embedded in the movement of power. As Asen says, “public policy as a mediation of rhetorical and material forces” drawing on the “constitutive and consequential power of rhetoric as well as other factors like institutional authority and financial resources.” It is the job of the rhetorical scholar to ask the following questions: What voices does law allow to be heard? And what relations does law establish among those voices? Much legal feminist scholarship draws anguish from
understanding rape laws to be written by and for the benefit of white men. This scholarship has been primarily theorized by Catherine MacKinnon, who in 1987 wrote that men have defined what rape is by determining what they viewed as a violation of women (based on what they consider to be sex). She continued, “rape becomes an act of a stranger (they mean Black) committed upon a woman (white) whom he has never seen before.” MacKinnon’s example is direct illustration of White’s main questions: the voices of white men were heard in the creation of rape laws, and those laws only address what they (white men) consider to be a violation. And thus, laws both reflect and structure relations between people.

I build on these arguments and turn to a relatively neglected part of the rhetorical piece—narrative structures. In ways simultaneously constitutive, performative, material, and partial, law is not immune from narrative. It is not neutral but instead builds, participates, and alters narrative structures. It relies on a certain form and content and build appetites in us, satisfying them by meeting our rhetorical expectations. I am one of few scholars to connect critical study of narrative and law. That limited work, however, is critical. Critical rhetorical theorists have contextualized narratives in order to make a grander commentary on identity parables and inequities. For example, in his study of the infamous 1913 Leo Frank murder case, Marouf Hasian used the lens of race, gender, class, and antisemitism to reconstruct the narrative of the lynching of Leo Frank after he was found (mistakenly) guilty of a rape/murder, yielding a more interesting, contextualized set of findings. I hope to channel Hasian’s critical rhetorical methods combined with narrative theory to analyze the 2011 DCL. Scholars have also explored connections between narrative of popular literature and legislation; there is much disagreement about whether or not popular narratives and narrative structures can affect laws and lawmaking (and vice versa). Laws circulate publicly, and as they do so they evoke narrative logics that
animate their force and satisfy our need for law. Those logics, while varied, often turn on the critical rhetorical points of form and content. Under Title IX, the DCL exists by pulling from both legal and administrative logics, sometimes at the same time. We can better understand how this oscillation occurs by using a narrative theory lens.

**Law as Narrative**

Narratives rely on recognizability to maintain relevance in daily life, and, in this way, laws rely on narratives to justify themselves. We (re)tell stories as part of sensemaking, and we come to expect certain stories to indicate certain things. Much like Pavlov’s Dog, commonly (re)told narratives build appetites within us that we expect to be satisfied. Lucaites and Condit note that narratives explain past events as a mode to create possible futures, which can be framed as desirable or harmful. Flores contends that the notion of narrative futures manifests itself in the construction of the nation, by framing of certain identities as inherently un-American. Enticed by these futures, Kirkwood argues, audiences make real the vision of the nation contained in the narrative, through policy and practice. Narrative pasts participate in the creation of narrative futures. In the same way, law partakes in the narrative past of the nation and wholly participates in its narrative future. Narrative form matters because form makes things possible. Over and over the form puts in place expectations and then satisfies them.

Narratives do not exist in a vacuum but instead build on and circulate alongside other narratives—the more familiar a narrative, the more it circulates, often times having a naturalizing effect. Form and content are not neutral but are heavy with ideology. Sara McKinnon has argued that law “naturalizes the nation as categories to construct a story of the United States as always, in advance, white, European, middle class, heterosexual, able-bodied, sound in mind, and male.” She contends that narratives of whiteness and law circulate together to justify action
against undocumented immigrants seeking refuge. In her book *Crimes of Womanhood*, Cheree Carlson examines how lawyers used gendered narratives to shape the outcome of trials. For Carlson, the law has long “served as the arbiter of cultural values,” often meaning that outcomes of trials can either uphold the status quo or change it—either way law-upholding and lawmaking participate in narrative sensemaking.\(^{52}\) Ideologies are (re)built through narratives, but in that way, narratives are built by ideology, which has material impacts on bodies in courtrooms. The weight of ideology enables and constrains (re)actions to narratives, which makes certain outcomes (im)possible.

Part of a narrative’s ideological force lies in its form. I find it useful to consider the power of form through the four most common types of drama: comedy, tragedy, farce, and melodrama.\(^{53}\) When each of these present themselves in film or theatre, we recognize patterns, that we know that the particular form puts in place a particular ending. For instance, a comedy will set up a problem with every intention of solving it for a happy ending—we are given clues by the quaint circumstances and witty remarks that all will be well in the end so that we are satisfied when our expectations are met.\(^{54}\) In tragedies, our mood is often directed of strife and sorrow by dark and stormy weather; these types are so recognizable our appetites match the form instinctually. In their 1978 work *Form and Genre*, Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and Kathleen Hall Jamieson understand form and narrative as intertwined—that it is the repetition of form enacts genre which, as habitual, becomes concretized in popular discourse as a recognizable narrative.\(^{55}\) For example, we are all so familiar with the typical format of a romantic comedy film that when a film deviates from the “boy wins girl back” ending, we leave the film dissatisfied. This chapter views the reactions to the DCL through a narrative lens of communal acting together in the way the DCL activates expectations through its form and then both can(not) satisfy them.
The power of form comes from its recognizability and how it comes to make sense. In other words, the form of a narrative has to comprehensible in order to be categorized. Campbell finds that formal dimensions are central to an audience’s ability to comprehend and categorize symbolic action.\textsuperscript{56} Similarly, John Lucaites argued, “every rhetorical performance enacts [and relies upon]…relationships between speaker and audience, self and other, action and structure.”\textsuperscript{57} Erin Rand takes up Campbell’s notions of form arguing that “the textuality of agency refers not to the location or possession of agency, but to the fact that agency can be exercised only through available and socially recognizable forms of discourse.”\textsuperscript{58} Using Larry Kramer’s infamous polemics, Rand suggests that the power of text comes from its formal features—its intelligibility. Instead of the force of content as rhetor-based, she understands agency to stem from the following:

…the capacity for words and/or actions to come to make sense and therefore to create effects through their particular formal and stylistic conventions. These conventions are, I contend, specific materializations of institutional power. Texts are intelligible to the extent that they can be identified formally (as polemics or academic essays, for example), and the regulation of the standards of form is one of the ways that power is exercised through social institutions (such as the academy). The textual conventions of institutions are therefore both productive (they enable the force of a text) and constraining (they determine the limits of intelligibility). Rhetorical forms, in other words, operate much like subject positions: they are sites within institutional matrices of power through which discourse becomes intelligible.\textsuperscript{59}

Others have taken up these same notions of formal (con)textual agency. Emily Winderman argues that certain in-print rhetoric can only be intelligible as angry through a certain textual form—meaning the text must have a certain typographical layout and declarative sentence structure.\textsuperscript{60} More recently, Paul Elliot Johnson uses form to discuss the ways in which Donald Trump’s demagogic rhetoric has constructed white masculinity as precarious.\textsuperscript{61} In both cases, texts depend upon form for intelligibility as part of a certain narrative type (demagoguery,
polemics, law, etc). Form creates meaning through aesthetics and by attaching itself to certain histories that “make discourse intelligible” to communities. However, narrative scholars maintain that public narratives are rarely coherent and linear, but are instead often fragmented and contradictory, especially over complex social issues.

Fragmented narrative logics have been argued to work together to mark bodies—even for incarceration. In his book *The Mark of Criminality*, Bryan McCann argues that what he terms the “mark of criminality” emerged as a complex set of generic enactment of white supremacy from the ashes of chattel slavery. McCann shows how the form of the mark of criminality morphs over time and space; still it holds onto a vital narratives thread that continues that subjugation of black peoples through policing and incarceration. According to Carlson and illustrated by Flores, “narratives can gain force when elements of competing narratives are mixed together such that, for all the seeming disparities, underlying aspects of coherence appear.” For Flores, un-American-ness underlies the clearly disparate characterizations of the peon and the illegal alien. Even though the peon and illegal alien characterizations are not similar and are often competing, the underlying assumption marks Latinx bodies as un-American. In this same vein, I argue that legal and administrative forms are seemingly disparate, but for all their disparities, they tend to have a coherent undertone. As shown by McCann and Flores, while exact matches of narratives across time and space are rare, it behooves the rhetorical scholar to seek out underlying threads of narratives that bely disparate (though conflated) forms. It is through criticizing narrative that we may begin to unravel narrative and resist harmful public vocabularies.

If we understand law as constitutive, but with partial and material consequences, then we can conceptualize how laws rely on familiar narrative logics to justify themselves and their adherence. When laws take on certain narrative forms and genres, they (re)create these logics.
These forms and genres build appetites in the audience, that when they are unsatisfied or (as I argue below) blended, they become unintelligible and infuriating. If anything, much of what follows is an argument for why narrative forms and genres are so vital to study (and not a pointless exercise in taxonomy)—they provide us an avenue through which to better understand how familiarity operates to allow people to take comfort in (un)just aspects of our society. The next section will pull apart how narrative logics operate in the DCL.

**Narrative Analysis of the 2011 DCL**

In its narrative form, the DCL signals to us that it wants to operate with all the power of a legal document, but with the far fewer responsibilities of an administrative document. In its form, the text pulls from both narrative logics in order to build our appetite for that form of document, and then satisfy it. In this way, while the DCL may perhaps technically have no legal jurisdiction, it functions as both a legal and administrative document for institutions receiving federal education funds. It garners the power of both forms both singularly and blended to be able to build an authoritative appetite in the reader and satisfy it.

**Legal narratives**

Laws, policy documents, and statutes take on a specific type of form: they identify problems, cite other existing laws, and utilize a specific kind of vocabulary. Legal rhetoric has been theorized since Aristotle’s *topoi*, and thus the vocabulary of law is well-recognized by Western eyes. The DCL takes the same form of a legal document—citing relevant statute, invoking narratives of authority pertaining to the Executive Branch, and using formal language often seen in federal statute. If we are to understand the DCL as pulling from and participating in narratives of law (specifically sexual violence law), then what is assumed in the circulation of the DCL? What is latent in the DCL, and how can we come to broader conclusions about the
negative reactions I have collected? What about the DCL is causing undergraduate men to pursue legal action against their school? I argue that the DCL’s use of legal language builds the appetite for a legal proceeding that it cannot satisfy. Thus, partly through its failure to meet the expectations of law invites these men to sue their schools. The following section is a textual analysis of the DCL with special attention paid to its use for legal language, jargon, and general appetite-building.

Legal language is pervasive across the DCL. That language appears in its use of court cases as evidence for claims, its reliance on statute for reason for guidance, and its citation of specific sexual violence-based laws to mark its own importance. The DCL uses direct legal language that cannot be extricated from the court system where it originated. For example, the DCL notes, “The Supreme Court has applied a preponderance of the evidence standard in civil litigation involving discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII), 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e et seq.” It is in these moments where the non-litigator eye skips over the last part of the sentence, starting with the parentheses, marking the sentence as legal in form, and thus the document as neutral and authoritative. The DCL relies on citing statute and court cases as evidence for the changes in procedure that are prescribed. For example, it contends “For instance, a single instance of rape is sufficiently severe to create a hostile environment.” The footnote “10” refers to a series of at least eight court cases with their descriptions and dates, taking up about a third of the page. This extensive reliance on footnotes is consistent with legal writing—as many law reviews are heavy in definitional and citational footnotes. This pattern continues with many of the claims made in the DCL backed up by footnotes citing statutes marked only by the § (a.k.a. the symbol for statute) and the statute number. These formal commitments build and satisfy our appetite for law by mimicking existing legal form.
The DCL relies on this communal conscious of legal authority in its legal citations (in text and footnote). The DCL cites the 1986 Jeanne Clery Act in a footnote:

Under the Clery Act, forcible sex offenses are defined as any sexual act directed against another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will, or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent. Forcible sex offenses include forcible rape, forcible sodomy, sexual assault with an object, and forcible fondling. 34 C.F.R. Part 668, Subpt. D, App. A.267 “The forcible sex offenses” and the other acts sexual assault acts listed are criminal acts, and in most states, are on par with murder and arson as Class A felonies, worth up to life in prison.68 Typically such language—the citing of the Clery Act, use of the words “forcible” and “sodomy,” and the citation of statute—is more common to law, not administrative policy. Administrative policy acts as guidance for actions within an institution or organization—it often assumes those within the organization are acting in good faith within accordance to existing laws. Existing laws are taken as the foundation for behavior, and the guidance further directs behavior to be in line with the organization’s vision or mission. The bifurcation of law/administration often means that when a law is broken within an organization, the organization defers to law enforcement, instead of solving it internally. The OCR now assumes responsibility for crimes of sexual violence (as they now fall under the term “sexual harassment”), when they do not assume responsibility for other crimes of the same legal classification, which are also covered under the Clery Act, such as theft, murder, arson, and vandalism. The use of the Clery Act positions the changes outlined in the DCL as a legal necessity because the Clery Act is already signed into law and was put in place because a series of incredible tragedies happened to a (white) woman that the college could have been prevented.

‡Jeanne Clery Act was passed after the brutal rape and murder of college student Jeanne Clery in her own dorm room. The law mandates that colleges report incidents of crime on campus for future students to view when choosing a college. The Department of Education oversees compliance with the Clery Act, and thus is using the Act as logos to claim that it is responsible for adjudicating the array of offenses itemized above.
The tone and language choice of the DCL indicate a clear interest and attention to law. The document continuously cites statute and court cases, making use of legal jargon that marks it as legal and authoritative. It participates in and (co)creates narratives of protection that are legally enacted through existing statute. This section has demonstrated the pervasive legal tone and language choice in the DCL and makes clear the ways that tone/language signals fairness and authority. The manner in which the DCL draws on this legal form bolsters its authority as a text. The way that the text imitates form of law also enabled agile policy chance, which is notable for a type of environment (academia) that tends to move at a notoriously sluggish pace. But is it whole-heartedly a legal document?

Administrative Narratives

I answer the rhetorical (pun intended) question posed above with a resounding “no.” The DCL simultaneously draws on legal language, bolstering its authority, and couches language in administrative jargon to separate Title IX proceedings from the law. While it draws on the power of law, this simultaneously administrative document does not hold any of the legal consequences. In the DCL’s original formation, the Obama Administration situated Title IX CSA adjudications to be a supplement or a low-stakes replacement for criminal investigations. The DCL reflects that distinction. The DCL specifically instructs campuses not to use the same forms and narratives as criminal proceedings. By providing guidance, it creates in the audience, the desire for bulleted lists, ideas for change, and perhaps some resources for further reading.

The first pattern noted in the DCL is that it replaces certain legal terms with administrative alternatives. The DCL takes care to refer to the people involved in a campus rape as they would in a court room; instead of “plaintiff” the DCL mobilizes “complainant,” and couches the “defendant” as “alleged perpetrator.” By avoiding legal language, the DCL
effectively avoids the responsibility of the criminal justice system—lawyers, juries, judges, and punishments. Using legal language would indicate a legal proceeding, and school-based Title IX grievance processes do not use the same standards as the law. The letter dictates that schools follow OCR policies of using a “preponderance of evidence” standard (which, according to the corresponding footnote, means “reliable, probative and substantial evidence”), as opposed to “clear and convincing” used in criminal sexual assault cases—in lay terms, it is useful to think about preponderance of evidence as 50/50 plus a feather, whereas “clear and convincing” has a higher evidence threshold. There is a clear rhetorical demarcation of law and Title IX via evidence form; criminal law uses “clear and convincing” for sexual assault cases and Title IX proceedings will now use “preponderance of evidence,” a lower standard of proof. The DCL notes, “...because the standards for criminal investigations are different, police investigations or reports are not determinative of whether sexual harassment or violence violates Title IX.” Differentiating by “standards” creates autonomy for Title IX and agency for the policies to operate by themselves. By stating that neither process determines violation of the other creates distance necessary to allow Title IX to stand on its own.

As well, there is conflict in the use of a preponderance of evidence standard because, as these complainants argue, it violates due process. This conflict functions rhetorically to situate Title IX proceedings as illegal and discriminatory toward men. When adjudicating Title IX cases, schools are required to use “due process” because they are federally governed and funded. According to the Due Process Clauses of Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, no person shall “be deprived life, liberty, or property without due process of law.” Yet, the DCL does not define “due process” in text or footnote, and thus, as I detail in chapter one, schools are left to define it for themselves. Without a definition, many schools seemingly rely on the Bill of
Rights to define due process for their Title IX grievance processes, even though the Bill of Rights was constitutively constructed, and Title IX procedures have little of the same punitive powers of law. It is perhaps worth noting that the Due Process Clause is not very clear either, and states often rely on their own statutes and criminal codes to dictate what kinds of standards of evidence, trial procedures, and punishment minimums for each accusation, which might influence much of the legal/administrative conflation seen in the reporting of the DCL. For example, the men from the chosen cases indict their schools for using preponderance of evidence standard because it is a standard that would never be used for the same case in a court of law.75

However, as well, I found that the letter is careful to only cite statute and court rulings having to do with the Educational Amendments (Title IV, Title VII, Title IX, etc.), walking a narrow line with the limitations of the scope of their oversight and efforts to expand that oversight to include sexual violence in sexual harassment. In the same vein, citing past cases and the appearance of the statute symbol (§) connects the document to the law in a way that aggregates authority without having nearly the same power to punish. In a footnote, the DCL reads, “OCR’s legal authority is based on those laws and regulations. This letter does not add requirements to applicable law, but provides information and examples to inform recipients about how OCR evaluates whether covered entities are complying with their legal obligations.”76 Here, the DCL draws on the authority of law, but with this hedging language, is somewhat beholden to the law that supersedes it. While the OCR is free to draw on support of already-existing judicial decisions and statute, it cannot alter or replace law. The OCR is an administrative office in nature, for the most part handing down decisions from a larger power. This letter, however, is an instance in which the Office aggregates power by re-defining its power within its own parameters. The letter closes, “OCR provides technical assistance to assist
recipients in achieving voluntary compliance with Title IX.” Throughout the DCL, it seemed clear that schools were required to make changes to their Title IX policies and procedures (or risk penalty of loss of federal funding) to reflect the newfound authority of the OCR, but it is actually “voluntary?” Is compliance with Title IX (a federal law) voluntary? What are the consequences for disobeying? They are nowhere to be found in the DCL. It becomes clear at this point that the OCR has very little legal authority on its own, but it is an agency that distributes federal funding, so the letter seems to find power in its ability to dish out material consequences.

These administrative oscillations serve two formal functions: they effectively soften the legal (and thus authoritative) teeth of the DCL’s oscillations toward the legal form. The administrative oscillation, as Shep Melnick notes, “evades requirements [for comment periods, congressional approval, and presidential signature] by labeling these commands ‘interpretations,’ ‘clarifications,’ and ‘guidance’ rather ‘rules,’ and denying—quite unconvincingly—that they add anything new.” I conclude this section by noting that the DCL has reached a disjuncture: if the DCL is a legal document, it has the rhetorical power of U.S. governmental authority and a tone of neutrality, but with that comes the responsibility to uphold the Bill of Rights and state and federal statute; if it is an administrative document, it is less authoritative, but holds a greater possibility for campus-based, equity-minded change outside of the law. But what if the DCL is simultaneously both and neither?

The Blending of Forms: Lego-Administrative

When the DCL pulls simultaneously from both legal and administrative language, it can often times blend the two forms to create what I term Lego-Administrative language (a combination of the words “legal” and “administrative”). This blend is marked by the authoritativeness of the text while also pushing for schools to use their administrative power to
unlock accountability structures outside of the criminal justice system. Lego-Administrative language builds the appetite of legal authority only to leave us unsatisfied by oscillating to administrative language. As such, this rhetorical narrative is not established on its own, it pulls from two engrained narrative forms to create itself, it blurs the lines of different appetites and creates confusion.

At some levels, I find the DCL mobilizing what Michel de Certeau would call a tactical stance. A tactic works from grassroots level, taking advantage of weaknesses in hegemonic power to create fissures of resistance. De Certeau defines strategy as “the calculation (or manipulation) of power relationships that becomes possible as soon as a subject with will and power (a business, an army, a city, a scientific institution) can be isolated.” Institutional strategies, for de Certeau, locate their agency in already-existing locus of power that (re)authorize the status quo. As Darrel Enck-Wanzer argues, tactical rhetorics to resist hegemonic power while strategic rhetorics exert hegemonic power. In this instance, the move to tactical is important for the ways that it demonstrates how resistance may exist outside of full-scale revolution—that even by exploiting weaknesses and fissures, real change can be made, even if that change is small. While I realize that a federal agency mobilizing tactical stance is somewhat counterintuitive, I believe that a more nuanced reading of the historical context might shed some light on why I use tactical stance. The problem: the criminal justice system (centuries in the instituting) is not serving survivors of CSA because they (the survivors) cannot meet the evidence standard. The solution: circumvent the legal system by holding federal money for schools hostage until they create another way to adjudicate violence on their campuses. I realize that understanding the DCL as a strategic text fits the form taken on by the DCL; the letter emerges from an institution utilizing its authority with the form of law. However, it uses tactics
as Enck-Wanzer understands them: “to take advantage of weaknesses, fissures, inattention, and so on, to gain an advantage and transform a static place into a constituted space.”

For CSA survivors, the DCL instituted Title IX procedures that allowed them to take advantage of the “weaknesses” and “fissures” of the criminal justice system by literally bypassing it. The DCL looks and sounds like a legal document, but it did not need the majority of Congress to approve it, which is significant because if put in front a 60-member Republican House of Representatives in 2011, the DCL would have never been passed. The OCR circumvented congressional approval by couching the language of DCL in administrative form. My narrative criticism of the DCL reveals the power of form to incite political change. For better or worse, CSA survivors have another option for recourse outside of the criminal justice system. Through its tactical blend of legal and administrative forms, the DCL is able to do two things: redefine sexual harassment to include the felonies of assault and rape and use statute as exigency for the OCR to require schools to conduct their own administrative disciplinary proceedings.

One of the ways Lego-Administrative language formally manifests itself is through the DCL’s (re)definition of sexual harassment under Title IX. Its rapid oscillation between legal and administrative forms effectively harnesses the authority to change the definition without any of responsibility to punish violators through legal means. The DCL identifies “sexual harassment” as a key term in the Title IX, and then goes on to expand the definition to include “sexual violence” also under that same umbrella term. The DCL announces that, “Sexual harassment of students, which includes acts of sexual violence, is a form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title IX.” More than once, the DCL reiterates this phrase, repeatedly noting that “sexual violence is a form of harassment” or a blanket definitional phrase like, “Use of the term ‘sexual harassment’ throughout this document includes sexual violence unless otherwise
The DCL denotes a change in definition multiple times in repetition of definitional statements, but by the middle of the document, it is freely using “sexual harassment” and “sexual violence” interchangeably. In the course of 19 pages, it alters the fate of college rape victims who were usually told to seek a criminal investigation for campus rape, and instead places it under the jurisdiction of the College, and by extension, the Department of Education. As reasoning, the DCL cites the CSA study done by the National Institute for Justice stating that “1 in 4 women are victims of completed or attempted sexual assault while in college,” and the same for 6% of men, finding that “in 2009, college campuses reported nearly 3,300 forcible sex offenses.” The DCL reasons, “the Department is deeply concerned about this problem and is committed to ensuring that all students feel safe in their school, so that they have the opportunity to benefit fully from the school’s programs and activities.” The definition of “sexual harassment” has been expanded due to a statistical study finding that sexual violence has become a prevalent problem on college campuses around the country.

The Lego-Administrative expansion of “sexual harassment” to include sexual violence utilizes the authority of legal language with none of the baggage of the criminal justice system; schools should adjudicate sexual violence on their campuses, but they should do it administratively. It is an impossibly difficult tightrope to walk, but the Lego-Administrative oscillation makes it intelligible by building the appetite of authority and rhetorically giving power to schools. This form may require difficult maneuvering, but it holds the possibility for major payoff. Under the purview of OCR, more can be done “to eliminate harassment, prevent its recurrence, and address its effects.” Versions of this quote litter the letter. In this way, the OCR distinguishes its work from law enforcement and court proceedings without losing the authority is has already accumulated by assuming oversight of college sexual violence.
elimination and adjudication. The OCR declared students unsafe at their federally funded school is a violation of Title IX because threat of danger deters students from participating, and thus being able to “benefit fully from the school’s programs and activities.” The Lego-Administrative form enables authoritative and administrative meanings to circulate together. This circulation combined with the abundant evidence of student danger enables the Department of Education to intervene; the stakes are too high not take action to protect students.

**Concluding Thoughts**

To conclude, I return to the claims of lack of due process that I mentioned in my earlier paragraphs. The John Does of the chosen cases invoke the legal and administrative oscillations when they take legal action against their schools. They note that schools are required to perform these procedures to ensure federal funding, and they protest the requirements under the DCL as discriminatory to men. Throughout this chapter, I have argued that the 2011 DCL imitates the form of a legal discourse in order to be intelligible as a form of authority. I have also argued that it mobilizes administrative language which functions to alleviate the responsibility to adhere to criminal procedure. I have concluded that the oscillations between legal and administrative languages produces a Lego-Administrative form that functions tactically to exploit weaknesses and fissures of hegemonic practices of adjudicating sexual violence. I used narrative criticism to interrogate the kinds of legal support DCL mobilizes to reconstitute sexual assault as sexual harassment and to ensure university accordance with administrative recommendations. Moving forward, I ponder how the blend of legal and administrative power sanctions a paradox: how politically charged administrative changes with no legal mandate can lead to legal recourse in cases of university noncompliance. It is the blend that invites both, and through this example, we
can better understand how form constitutes meaning, and what is rhetorically possible when texts exist between two forms.

A narrative criticism was vital to this reading of the 2011 DCL because the authority of administrative policy is not always clear, especially when put into conversation with the law (e.g.: sexual harassment HR policies at a workplace can differ from statewide law around sexual harassment). Through a narrative criticism, the DCL becomes unintelligible in form, which speaks to a larger understanding of the blurring of lines between administrative and legal discourses from which it pulls. This chapter prods the barriers separating administrative policy and legal documentation. Seeing administrative policy through a legal lens lends itself to new understandings of how policy becomes intelligible to those under its purview.

This chapter also intervenes in discussions about CSA. I have posited new way of viewing CSA through the role of form in policy and procedural documentation. The DCL finds itself caught in the crosshairs of de Certeau’s two forms of agency: strategic and tactical. It exists within both realms. While the majority of this essay has proven that the DCL is absolutely an institutional document imitating legal discursive forms to (re)constitute pre-existing norms of power relations, it is also tactical. The criminal justice system is notoriously slow to change (if at all) to better support survivors, so the DCL has the chance to exploit cracks and fissures in the law to resist hegemonic norms of power that silence victims or cannot provide recourse. Instead of working within existing sexual assault and rape statute, it bypasses law completely, creating its own system of adjudication procedures that resembles the law but has none of the same consequences.

I have also identified and interrogated the possible material consequences of the administrative/legal oscillations of the DCL for victims. As Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
has demonstrated, Title IX-related protections and adjudications for victims can be enacted and taken away at any point by whatever party controls the White House. This kind of precarity is disconcerting for CSA victims and potentially dangerous if changes to administrative rules happen mid-investigation. Academia is famous for its bureaucracy, specifically its inability to change. Colleges cannot adjust to how quickly presidential administrations change their policies around campus adjudications. However, returning to this notion of tactics (instead of strategy) could prove useful for schools to avoid being jerked around by a polarized political system.
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Chapter 3
Between Yes and No: The Complexities of Consent

The #metoo movement has been quick to condemn sexual harassment and abuses of power in the workplace—incidents with a clear perpetrator and someone who clearly was uncomfortable while trying to do their job. But one incident circulated very widely in which the lines of power and consent were not so clear. On January 13, 2018, babe.net\(^5\) broke the story that Aziz Ansari, an actor, comedian, show creator, and Hollywood feminist figure had sexually assaulted a woman (pseudonym Grace) with whom he went on a date.\(^1\) After exchanging texts, the two went out for dinner and then returned to Ansari’s apartment where, after kissing and touching, Ansari kept making moves to have sex. Grace repeatedly asked him to “slow down,” “chill,” and to wait until “next time.”\(^2\) She physically moved her body away from him—to the bathroom, to the sofa, to the kitchen—to ward off his advances, but it was a long while before she fled his apartment in emotional distress.

Grace and Ansari’s story reflects conversations that are currently being had within this #metoo moment about consent both on and off college campuses. Ansari has been both labeled a harasser and boldly defended along gender lines (for being a man and thus single-minded about sex) and ESP lines (for not being a “mind-reader”).\(^3\) The national debate around this one case indicates that something is missing in our understanding of the difference between consensual sexual activity and sexual assault. Public understandings of sexual violence that are shaped by the clear-cut nature of workplace harassment and stranger rape fail to account for the negotiation

\(^5\) I would be remiss to ignore the slew of controversy surrounding the release of Grace's story; she was approached by babe.net, who then released her story less than a week after she gave the interview, giving Ansari barely any time to respond with comments. Babe.net has since updated the story to include Ansari's comments and resolve some errors from the rush to publish the story, but the revelations within this context call into question babe.net’s motives for publishing the story as well as their journalistic integrity.
of gendered power dynamics in existing relationships. The narratives I have chosen to study involve people who were not necessarily in the exclusive romantic relationships with which we often associate the word “relationship,” but rather who are friends, acquaintances, in the early throughs of dating, or engaging in the ever-vague “hook-up.” Reaffirming the statistic that 8 in 10 victims know their attacker, in some way, is it possible that “yes or no” consent narratives are failing to account for power in relationships? Others seem to think not. Twitter users as well as op-ed writers like the Atlantic’s Caitlin Flanagan and the New York Times’ Bari Weiss were quick to condemn Grace for assuming that Ansari was a “mind-reader” and for failing to “be strong”—to scream “fuck no” and run out the door of his apartment. Aside from the apparent victim-blaming, it is clear that the expectations of Grace in that situation do not jive with Grace’s own interpretation of her bodily autonomy in the situation. It is also clear from the story that Grace was sexually interested in Ansari but was not interested in sex at that exact moment (hence the excitement about the date and the kissing, combined with the use of “slow down,” and other physical deterrents). I note nuances in interpersonal negotiations of consent beyond “yes” and “no” because these are also negotiations of gender and power. In these “gray area” moments, it becomes clear that in the repetitive doing of sexuality, we are also doing gender. I argue that through an examination of the gray areas of sexual assault, scholars can better understand the dangerous implications of performatives of gender in heterosexuality, and how the law is complicit in these performatives.

How can a law be complicit? As explored more fully in chapter 2, we understand law as never neutral, is instead constitutively formed and enacted, and that constitutive formation is laden with power. In statute, every state has a different definition of sexual assault, yet most states do not account for or define consent outside of “mental incapacity”—which is often
nebulous, and has been, in many cases, argued to include anything from alcohol use and a state of “blackened out,” to disability and age. The only exception is California, the first state to pass an affirmative consent law—meaning that any defense must prove that the alleged victim said “yes” rather than the prosecution proving that they said “no.” On college campuses, Title IX policies circumvent state law by accounting for their own definitions of consent. The DCL is very clear that consent plays an integral part in what qualifies as sexual violence:

“Sexual violence, as that term is used in this letter, refers to physical sexual acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol. An individual also may be unable to give consent due to an intellectual or other disability. A number of different acts fall into the category of sexual violence, including rape, sexual assault, sexual battery, and sexual coercion. All such acts of sexual violence are forms of sexual harassment covered under Title IX.”

The letter also encourages schools to only pursue an investigation if the victim “consents.” In their complaints against various colleges they attend, the John Does I have identified for the purposes of this study argue that the DCL enabled their college to discriminate against them by using a definition of consent that is not supported by the course of due process. But as I will make clear below, each of these arguments is deeply embedded in larger gendered scripts of consent. Those larger scripts reveal the ways that scholars must consider how questions of consent and due process are inherently intertwined.

“Date rape” is a commonly used phrase to describe a situation similar to the Grace/Ansari incident detailed above (though one where she was unable to escape), but that term is less common on college campuses due to historical changes in romantic culture. As pundits ranging from septuagenarians to millennials have bemoaned in books and op-eds, there seems to be a gray area formed since dating culture has morphed into hook-up culture. Hook-up culture is often defined as the space between acquaintances and relationships where sexual activity may occur, but exclusivity is ill-defined. It is commonly referred to as “casual sex” by way of
lamenting the state of romantic relationships, akin to most comments that begin with “kids these days…”. If I may belabor the point made in *Unwanted Advances: Sexual Paranoia Comes to Campus* by author Laura Kipnis, in this way, the “college rape problem” is a mischaracterized panic about casual sex between drunk college students still trying to discover themselves. Feminism is to blame, argue three authors on the subject, who assert that campus feminists are eager to paint parties with too broad a brush—women as innocent victims and men as rapists or potential perpetrators—to push their own anti-man agenda. I include this perspective not to place blame on hook-up culture for the perceived confusion about campus rape, but to illustrate the ways that the narratives of what count as sex frame what count as rape.

And indeed, many college students do experience sexual assault, though I cannot vouch for the philosophical or political leanings of the Jane Roes involved in the cases chosen for this study. However, some of the perceived gray area between sex and rape exist within hookup culture. Many of the pieces of the Ansari/Grace story reflect the events transpiring between the Does and respective Roes. Generally, they met on a dating app or were already friends (meaning they knew enough about each other to be comfortable being alone together), arranged a time to meet, and when things start to escalate beyond a level of comfortability, the Roes use language similar to Grace’s: “hold on,” “slow down,” “I don’t know,” etc. Much like Grace’s story, most of these narratives note some ingestion of alcohol but maintain that the Doe remained relatively sober (or at least more sober than Roe). Similar to Ansari, the perpetrators contend that they would never violate any woman’s trust or boundaries. They tend to express shock and confusion at the accusation, remembering the encounter as pleasurable, if not forgettable. While Ansari has apologized for his behavior—and has been praised for addressing the situation “like an adult”—many of these college men cling to their innocence by claiming consent. These
increasingly common narratives illuminate the “gray areas” of sexual violence. These narratives direct scholars to consider the complexities of consent. Consent is more complex than “yes” and “no” due to the gendered scripts that comprise heterosexuality: the feminine fear of violence for articulating refusal and the mandatory masculine sexual control and dominance.

Dissection of the gendered and legal scripts of sexual violence have been happening piece-meal as many scholars have confronted the ways that rape laws are inherently gendered, but I hope to expand on this by incorporating notions of masculinity into mens rea (or intention to commit a crime). Legal scholar Catherine MacKinnon argued that men have defined rape in part by determining what they viewed as a violation of women (based on what they consider to be sex). She continued, “rape becomes an act of a stranger (they mean Black) committed upon a woman (white) whom he has never seen before.”16 Scholars have taken up this notion of male-dominated law creation to theorize ways to change that gendered perspective in the courtroom. Susan Caringella questioned why rape is not punished like its reciprocal crimes: homicide and arson.17 She combines Susan Estrich’s notion that courts ignore the issue of mens rea (commonly understood as criminal intent)18 and MacKinnon’s argument that rape law “often contains a mental element, mens rea”19 to extend notions of criminal negligence liability and mens rea to create a presumptive involuntariness in consent.20 But MacKinnon goes further than presumptive involuntariness to argue that since domination is inherent in our sexual scripts, the lines between what is sex and what is rape are blurred—implicating all heterosexual sexual activity as violent. In the pages that follow, I ponder the role of masculine dominance in the intermediary space between intent-to-rape and no-intent-to-rape, as providing the space from which the John Does are quick to argue that they did nothing wrong.
In this chapter, I argue that the performance of heterosexual relationships is complicated by gendered narratives of dominance and subordination. This nuance makes adjudicating sexual assault (whether criminally or on a college campus) so difficult. The law is notoriously cut and dry, and, as the previous chapter argued, considered value-neutral, even though it is value-laden. The critical question around consent is not whether “yes” or “no” is said to sex. It is instead: can heterosexuality as a performance connected to gendered/patriarchal ideologies ever be free of narratives of gendered dominance and subordination? I examine the narratives of those accused for consent, sexuality, and violence as they circulate within masculinity, which as narratives of masculinity are valued in powerful ways, permeates narratives of the Roes’ femininity. I ponder, how do the Doe narratives co-create and sustain rape culture by cataloguing these narratives as “normal” sexual behavior? What are the rhetorical conditions that produce a climate in which narratives of consent circulate and are widely adopted? If we consider the complexities of consent, then we can better interrogate the ways in which Title IX is tactical. This may facilitate using federal oversight to provide campus survivors with some semblance of accountability.

The first section of this chapter provides context for how Title IX addresses consent in ways that differ from the considerations of consent in state laws. The second section explores literature about consent, connecting it to literature on the rhetoric of (sexual) violence. This section will interrogate heterosexuality for the purpose of understanding its (not so) latent assumptions of dominance and subordination. The third section will examine how the accused male perpetrators narrativize consent based on their own experiences with the female accusers, testimony (or lack thereof) from these accusers, and the rules of engagement during the Title IX process. I conclude by arguing that Robin Bauer’s idea of critical consent is a potential mode of resistance to the narratives of masculine dominance that pervade heterosexuality.
Circumventing State Law: Title IX & Consent

From a legal-historic point of view, consent is tricky, if only because sexual violence is a crime at both the federal and state levels. Except when prosecuted federally, sexual violence cases are dependent on state statutes, which vary across the country, most of which do not include a comprehensive definition or discussion of consent.21 In 2011, the federal definition of rape changed from the remarkably narrow 1927 definition: “the carnal knowledge of a female, forcibly and against her will” to “The penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the victim.”22 Federally, consent is defined through a series of problematics: age and incapacity due to drug or alcohol ingestion automatically qualify the crime as rape and physical resistance is not required to indicate a lack of consent.23 Although uncommon, federal and state law conflict from time to time. For instance, gay marriage was legal in some states but was illegal federally until 2015; women’s right to vote was legalized in many states over the 19th century until it was passed federally in 1920; and recreational marijuana is currently legal in ten states, but still remains a federally controlled substance. This section will detail the ways in which the DCL circumvents state statute in order to enforce consent at the campus level.

The DCL refers to consent in two major ways: to define sexual violence and to guide campus personnel when pursuing investigations of reports of sexual violence. On the first page, the DCL refers to consent as both “will” and “capability:”

Sexual violence, as that term is used in this letter, refers to physical sexual acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol. An individual also may be unable to give consent due to an intellectual or other disability.24

Consent in this definition refers to the “will” of the victim, as well as their mental and physical state. The wording mirrors the (then forthcoming) federal definition of rape without citing it.
directly. The DCL also uses consent to indicate the “will” of the victim while participating in the Title IX investigation. It stipulates that “schools also should inform and obtain consent from the complainant…before beginning an investigation.”25 The letter also instructs schools to inform local law enforcement to report a criminal complaint to run simultaneous with a Title IX investigation if the victim “consents.”26 Consent is a vital component of the DCL, even as it is not necessarily a vital component of rape law in most states. Importantly, consent exists not only in the move to define the Title IX violation, but also to define the parameters of the investigation. Consent is vital to starting the investigation of the sexual assault and many of the other parts of the Title IX process.

Many schools have also gone further than state and federal law to define consent on their campuses, and I postulate that the DCL ignoring of state statutes is what enabled them to do so.27 This disparity – or leapfrogging – is critical for our considerations of consent for the way that it is taken up as part of the claims of lack of due process. On the campuses chosen for this study, the definitions of consent vary. Some stick to their state’s definition of sexual assault (not openly discussing consent), some use the DCL’s definition, and some employ their own definition.28 In his book, The Transformation of Title IX, Shep Melnick documents the ways in which Title IX persists as federal law, but is changed and enforced by an administrative body: the Office of Civil Rights. He refers to the manner in which the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) disciplines schools through the 2011 DCL as “institutional leap-frogging,” the circumventing of approval by Congress and state statute by issuing rules couched in guidance.29 He notes that changes to Title IX have occurred without being signed by the president. “OCR has evaded these requirements by labeling these commands ‘interpretations,’ ‘clarifications,’ and ‘guidance’ rather ‘rules,’ and denying—quite unconvincingly—that they add anything new.”30 In this way, it is also important
to realize that while colleges receive both federal and state funding, they are required to follow federal legislation enforced by the Department of Education. This is why in accordance to the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 and the Drug-Free Schools Act, schools that receive federal funding are required to follow federal law on their campuses, even if their state has passed recreational marijuana legislation. They also must conform to federal understandings of sexual violence and consent.

The controversy over consent matters for at least two reasons: laws are predominantly written in terms of the negative (e.g. what can’t be done to an individual) and have a history of privileging the accused (a.k.a. “innocent until proven guilty”). Kenneth Burke argued that “laws are essentially negative; ‘mine’ equals ‘not thine’; insofar as property is not protected by the thou-shalt-not’s of either moral or civil law, it is not protected at all.” In the same way, Burke discusses the ways that the words “yes” and “no” are defined in their relation to one another, but that the no precedes the yes: to know positively what something is, we have to know what it is not. Given that laws are generally written in a negative or prohibitive manner, many have built an understanding of unwanted sexual contact through the expression of “no” as opposed to the expression of “yes.” As well, each of the complaints rides on how they are being held accountable to prove consent occurred, instead of the person who accused them being accountable for not refusing consent. In each story, there is the constant assumption that both parties arrived with the same intentions, that both parties enjoyed the encounter, but afterward, the accuser became vindictive. The focal point in the narrative becomes the interactions: willingness. There was a willingness to engage in certain activities: drinking together, sharing the enclosed space of a dorm room together, kissing, certain sexual acts…but then (according to the accused) suddenly that willingness disappeared. Questions begin to appear in response to this
narrative change. Where did the willingness go? What does that disappearance of willingness say about the accused?

Not only are the accused concerned about consent during the incident itself (they claim that all sexual activity was consensual for both parties involved), but they use “innocent until proven guilty” language to claim that the school lowered the standard of evidence to position them as needing to prove that they attained consent from their accuser—instead of the other way around, as used in a criminal court. They all use versions of the same language:

“Problems include: accused students effectively are presumed guilty; instead of requiring accusers to prove they were assaulted, the accused students have to prove they had consent; and schools apply the very lowest standard of proof — preponderance of the evidence.”

As argued in the previous chapter, accusers build their case on the rhetorical assumptions of what form an investigation of sexual assault should take. However, their due process cases hinge on issues of what they perceive to be consent. If our understandings of law are built around constitutive authority, then perhaps our understandings of consent are built rhetorically along lines of gender and dominance.

**Performatives of Gender, Consent, & Precarious Life**

Although discussions of consent are often embedded in sexual violence research, consent itself is understudied. It is especially crucial to study consent because it is one of the most commonly asked questions of a sexual violence victim in any setting. In this section, I first illustrate how scholars have been quick to identify the cause of sexual violence as lack of consent. Overwhelmingly, they conclude that affirmative consent (in law and culture) may be the solution. However, as I note second, affirmative consent may not be nuanced enough to address the complexities of consent. Lastly, I push consent literature to incorporate performative lenses. I find consent literature to be missing elements of power and dominance, a gap that scholarship
around performatives scholarship can begin to remedy. Current consent literature somehow separates the act of consent from the violence that is enacted without it. I reject that separation—I argue that refusing to ask for consent, not listening, taking advantage of prior consent, incapacitating people are all a part of the power of violence and violence in domination.

Overwhelmingly, consent scholars examine consent in its binary form, rather than questioning its roots in system injustice. Scholars have argued that rape prevention is a vital piece of risk management communication and that with proper or modified communication approaches, the sexual violence problem can be solved. In her 2004 article, Rachel Hall suggests shifting the burden of prevention onto men as potential perpetrators instead of women as potential victims. After studying campus disciplinary hearings, Susan Ehrlich and others have found that defendants in rape cases frame themselves as innocent by counting lack of consent as “deficient communication” from the victim. This argument effectively obscures the gendered power dynamics of consent because it does not acknowledge social-sexual scripts of gender (men as dominant and women as submissive) that permeate heterosexuality. Kitzinger and Frith argue that the “just say no” campaign of the 1990s was counterproductive to preventing date rape because it assumed that silence, palliatives or weak acceptances were open to reasonable doubt. They instead push for affirmative consent policies suggesting that requiring an enthusiastic ‘yes,’ negates arguments that silence and coercion are consensual. Candelas de la Ossa focuses on ‘positive consent’, ‘talk, listen, think’, and ‘moral–aesthetic’ discourses—discourses that draw on normative ideas of morality—in order to argue that consent discourses paint masculinity as inherently violent and men must be taught to be otherwise. A.A. Hasinoff compares common sex tips to sexting tips with an eye toward consent, noting that sex tips usually assume consent, while those giving advice about sexting very often stress the need to
seek consent before initiating, as unwanted sexts can cause particular harm. Stephen Schulhofer argues that considering affirmative consent would force defense attorneys to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that a victim said "yes" rather than the burden of proof being placed on prosecutors. Caringella critiques Schulhofer’s model as impractical as it has not caught up with political opinion despite the fact that we have already seen affirmative consent laws appearing in state legislatures around the nation. Across these scholarly works, we can see an attention to consent, but not a hearty interrogation of the binary of consent itself.

The yes/no binary has been useful to politically separate rape from sex, but recent scholarship has argued that the binary is harmful to further scholarly work on sexual violence. Affirmative consent does not quite address the complexities of consent because “yes” and “no” are not the only words said in sexual interactions, and only focusing on those isolated words obscures socio-political histories and gendered socialization. Harris argues that the two following communication myths are the perfect metaphor through which to see these insufficiencies: 1) the conduit metaphor of communication does not mirror reality and 2) local discourse is disconnected from social/historical context. Consent is not just about asking (though persuading people to ask is a struggle to which many campus activists can relate), it is about listening, feeling heard, and being empowered to refuse—all of which are gendered. Harris argues that discourses on sexuality and consent exist in and outside of the moment in which they appear—that we know that relationship histories, previous activities, and systems of gender push upon these sexual situations making consent radically more complex than a simple yes/no question. I conclude this chapter by exploring Robin Bauer’s notion of critical consent, which is theorized from dyke and queer bondage, discipline, sadism, masochism (BDSM) communities. Within critical consent, consent becomes “an active, ongoing collaboration for the mutual benefit
of all involved” that “leads to an ethics of heightened responsibility and accountability for the consequences of one’s actions.” In this way, consent centers on the practice care as opposed to a one-size-fits-all standard, which tends to ignore issues of power and difference.

Consent scholars have illustrated the ways in which affirmative consent operates to serve victims, but they have also shown that local consent is not doing enough to disrupt long-standing histories of violence. As well, these scholars have decidedly not interrogated due process in sexual violence cases. I believe that campus sexual assault (CSA) provides a perfect inroad to nuancing the binary of “no” and “yes,” while also attending to due process, as college campuses are simultaneously home to close relationships and hook-up culture, are a microcosm of the national issues of consent, and they have their own due process issues under Title IX. However, to be able to interrogate the intermediary space between “yes” and “no,” where much power and anguish reside, I must contextualize the gendered patterns of interpersonal communication.

Linguists have theorized gendered communication patterns for years arguing that women (in general) are socialized toward passive linguistic patterns. In her 1975 book, *Language and Woman’s Place*, Robin Lakoff argued that cultural forces oblige women to speak differently than men: women are socialized to use strategies like question intonation and hedges (e.g. “y’know,” “kinda,” etc.) to be polite, not to come across as domineering, and avoid imposing themselves on others. Lakoff argues that women’s lack of choices in communication is intimately connected to their lack of social value and power. In her book *Speaking Freely: Unlearning the Lies of the Fathers’ Tongues*, Julia Penelope demonstrated that this linguistic pattern is a “primary dogma” of what she referred to as the “patriarchal unit of discourse” (PUD). PUD is a “consensus reality” in which patriarchal communication practices are invisiblized by being automatically considered the norm. Charlotte Krolokke & Anne Scott Sorensenhose argue in *Gender*...
Communication Theories and Analyses: From Silence to Performance: that those who accept PUD assume that it accurately reflects reality, “but in fact, PUD reflects a monodimensional, male-imposed reality.” In 1985, Dale Spender noted that dominance cycles are perpetuated in moments of public address or assertive speech—women tended to shy away, conforming to the norm for women: silence. Speaking is associated with power while listening with passivity. Krolokke & Sorensenhose argue that when “women use tag questions in their speech, they appear hesitant, noncommittal, uncertain, and powerless.” These authors illustrate while there is nothing empirically gendered about the phrases negotiating consent that I noted at the beginning of this chapter, gendered patterns emerge and are attached to bodies and power. what Julia Wood names “feminine speech communities” are characterized by particular patterns that signal care, deference, and indecisiveness. These communities are socialized and constructed over centuries of raising women. In contrast, masculine speech communities are characterized by aggression, decisiveness, and individuality, but similarly, they are also socialized, constructed, and enacted. These arguments are critical for the ways we can complicate the yes/no pattern. The yes/no may signal these same dynamics, but perhaps “no” is not readily available to folks socialized to hedge and qualify in their speech.

I argue that we need to think of consent through both gender performativity and precarity.

In *Doing Gender*, West and Zimmerman contend that gender is performed or “done:”

We contend that the “doing” of gender is undertaken by women and men whose competence as members of society is hostage to its production. Doing gender involves a complex of socially guided perceptual, interactional, and micropolitical activities that cast particular pursuits as expressions of masculine and feminine ‘natures.’ For the purposes of this chapter, I use this lens of gender and sexuality as performatives in moments of heterosexuality. These consent narratives are not just patterns, these are ways of negotiating that are indicative of not only gendered habits, but how thoroughly gendered patterns
are embedded in logics of domination and subjugation, enacted by language and symbolic interaction. Patricia Hill Collins argues that violence structures intersections of social hierarchies contending, “Rather than viewing violence primarily as part of distinct social hierarchies of race and gender, violence may serve as conceptual glue that binds them together.” These gendered moments of negotiation are caught up in histories of violence and of framing bodies that have grander implications for performances heterosexuality. If women are not socialized to speak and cannot be heard by men even when they do, there is little to be gained from mandatory consent laws. And in that way, if we are to only consider, as Kate Harris notes, “the localized instance of consent,” then we miss the influence of and participation with larger narratives of dominance and subordination inherent in performing heterosexuality.

Perhaps to get a better handle on this question, we can start to parse out the ways in which women performing heterosexuality are framed such that they are silenced (even when they speak). In *Frames of War*, Butler argues that “frames” (or a lens through which we come to know things and people) are essential to the conduct of war; in times in order to animate war, the Other has to be framed as “ungrievable.” For Butler, ungrievable lives are inherently precarious, or always in the hands of the other. Butler’s conceptions of precarity and grievability help us better understand how, within heterosexual sex, women are in a perpetual state of precariousness in the hands of their male partners. As well, if we understand gender to be a performative, then we can also comprehend how performances of heterosexuality enable the framing of women’s bodies as ungrievable.

Since they conform to norms of heterosexism, it is fair to ask: how can heterosexual women live in a state of sexual precarity? For Butler, precariousness “implies living socially, that is, the fact that one’s life is always in some sense in the hands of the other…Reciprocally, it
implies being impinged upon by the exposure and dependency of others.” Not only are our bodies living socially but it is worthwhile to consider how, for these college women, their body is in the hands of their male partner. Is it perhaps that they are expressing “no” to sexual activity but that their male counterparts are unable to hear their “no.” Their bodies are in the hands of these college men (even the supposedly “woke” ones), who are unable to listen to their voices and/or bodies. Precariousness allows us to understand frames of feminine powerlessness that perhaps are inherent in performing heterosexuality and the language used in that performance.

Also implicated in a state of precarity is the framing of the body as (un)grievable. Butler’s notion of grievability is defined as “the presupposition for the life that matters…without grievability, there is no life…sustained by no regard, no testimony, and ungrieved when lost.” In The Body in Pain, Elaine Scarry notes, “…for the most crucial fact about pain is its presentness and the most crucial fact about torture is that it is happening.” Which brings me to a crucial point: grievability of bodies in pain lies at the juncture of power and familiarity. In Precarious Life, Butler notes, “…each of us is constituted politically in part by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies--as a site of desire and physical vulnerability, as a site of publicity at once assertive and exposed,” but contends that grievability is caught up in narratives of imperialism (i.e. bodies as grievable through a Western gaze) and familiarity with that body (i.e. her example of Daniel “Danny” Pearl). The evaluation of the body in pain by a body that is not in pain is reliant on familiarity in order to become grievable. Scarry also notes that one person can be in the presence of a person in pain and not know, but that “inevitably to a second question… ‘How is it that one person can be in the presence of another person in pain and not know it—not know it to the point where he himself inflict it, and goes on inflicting it?’” Given that it is impossible to comprehend a body’s pain in a body without pain, the
grievability of a female victim’s pain stems from its relatability and familiarity to the male perpetrator—and how is that possible? Does this mean that vaginal pain may not be grievable because a man has not experienced that pain and does not have a vagina? Perhaps. We already know that differentiation is important to the doing of heterosexuality, as the practice is predicated on narratives of complementary opposition (the vagina as supposedly made to fit the penis; the penis made to fit the vagina). But this differentiation naturally conflicts with the familiarity necessary to make bodies grievable. If heterosexuality is grounded in how bodies are different, then empathy is less possible. Since men do not fear heterosexual violation in the same way women fear it, they are unable to hear that fear manifest itself in reality.

Butler asks, “at what cost do I establish the familiar as the criterion by which a human life is grievable?” The cost, I argue, is that marginalized bodies in pain are evaluated based on their relatability to nonmarginalized bodies. Their grievability is at least partially in the hands of bodies that cannot empathize, making their lives more precarious. There are powerful implications in this discussion for heterosexual bodies. MacKinnon notes, “having defined rape in male sexual terms, the law’s problem, which becomes the victim’s problem, is distinguishing rape from sex.” The inability of heterosexual men to empathize with rape and fear of rape has legal and material consequences for victim bodies, who have the task of explaining why their violation was not simply sex. If their own identification of their experiences does not qualify a violation, how can we identify women’s bodies as grievable at all?

Rather than considering heterosexual women’s lives as ungrievable (though there is an argument for that if we consider female deaths in abusive relationships), what if we consider a woman’s body as ungrievable within performances of heterosexuality? To return to Scarry’s question, it is worth interrogating what makes it possible to continue to harm someone without
knowing that you are doing it. This brings to mind Gayatri Spivak’s discussion of the subaltern in which she argues that the subaltern cannot speak because she is constantly being spoken for. In a similar fashion, what if we were to consider men as unable to hear women in sexual settings because, similar to the subaltern, women’s bodies are always being spoken for. If heterosexuality is premised on the male penetration of the female, then the woman’s body is ungrievable in the sense that little care is afforded to its willingness or participation.

While Butler has noted that lives are inherently (un)grievable from the start, I offer this counterpoint: if ungrievability provides “animus for war,” then perhaps grievability operates both pro- and retro-actively. We frame lives as currently and always having been ungrievable in order to end them without remorse. In the same way, what if we were to think about moments of perceived consent (or the act of not saying “no”) as holding together to frame the heterosexual woman’s body as ungrievable in the aftermath: her state of dress, kissing, sharing drinks, providing a phone number, entering the apartment, etc. In this same way, a lens of (un)grievability makes it possible to consider how violations of women’s bodies are happening within performances of heterosexuality without men’s knowledge. To be clear, I do not waive their responsibility, but instead seek to interrogate how women’s bodies are constructed in a way that their pain is both unable to be heard and ungrievable.

I also discuss moments of violent persuasion in the context of ungrievability. Sally Gearhart was one of the first to theorize such types of persuasion arguing, “The act of violence is in the intention to change another.” She cites colonialism as a cultural manifestation of the intention to change minds, but differentiates between the conquest and the conversion models: the conquest model invades and violates, while the conversion “model [is] more insidious because it gives the illusion of integrity.” It is the difference between capture and imprison and
convince to enter the prison, “to get every assurance that our conquest of the victim is really giving her what she wants.” Gearhart connects excitement and challenge to conversion, comparing it to pornography and Hollywood romance. I extend her comparison in order to consider dominance in heterosexuality outside of the cannot speak/cannot hear framework. Perhaps there is heterosexual male pleasure taken in convincing their woman partner (whether that be through drugs, alcohol, not listening, or pushing boundaries) to have sex with them.

Parts of what I have just stated have already been theorized. MacKinnon contends that misogyny stems from sexual sadism, writing, “If the violation of the powerless is part of what is sexy about sex, as well as central in the meaning of male and female, the place of sexuality in gender and the place of gender in sexuality need to be looked at together.” She specifically disagrees with Brownmiller’s contention that rape is solely about power and control, arguing that “men violating women has a sexual component. I think that men rape women because they get off on it in a way that fuses dominance with sexuality.” In this way, MacKinnon theorizes that much of the pushback victims receive when they come forward stems from a confluence of factors: domination is inherent in heterosexual sex that translates onto rape, and the fact that laws are written from a male perspective (where they control sex and do not understand rape fear) thus the burden of proof that rape is not sex is higher. In a system where violence in sex has become so normalized that it is difficult to know where sex ends and rape begins. These authors show not only how gender is an integral part of sexuality, but it is in the romanticizing of violent sex where rape becomes normal.

I have pulled work from the scholars discussed in the above paragraphs to show that consent cannot be taken out of the context of a culture of gendered violence. To assume that consent is localized is to assume that consent exists between two equal parties. Consent
scholarship must consider grander notions of violence persistent and pervasive within heterosexuality in order to theorize the ways in which consent can actually work.

**He Said, She Said: Narrativizing Consent**

This section endeavors to make sense of the narratives from the accused about consent during incidents that were reported as Title IX violations as well as the Title IX investigation itself. Much scholarly and popular discussion of consent focuses on the victim’s narrative about why what happened was *not* consent, but I join several of the scholars I have referenced in the above sections to analyze how these college men narrativize why what happened *was* consensual. I postulate that we learn more about the role of dominance in sexuality from the way that the accused aggressor narrativizes their experience with both the victim and the Title IX system. From each narrative, one thing remains clear: these college men do not believe that they did anything wrong (morally or legally). I will interrogate that belief on its own terms with the intent not to prove that consent did not occur or to theorize an if-we-could-turn-back-time solution, but rather to argue that consent may not possible. My analysis unearthed the following themes: confusion about accusers consenting to one act but not others, especially under the influence of alcohol or drugs and an obsession with fair treatment under perceived rules of order and why the accused were (in some cases) unable to cross-examine an accuser to prove that she was inconsistent in her narrative of the incident. These themes, while seemingly unrelated, paint a picture of the need for constant masculine dominance and a lack of personal responsibility that some might be quick to blame on immaturity. Following from the work of this chapter this far, I argue these tropes are latent in the performance of heterosexuality.
Several of the Does’ complaints prominently featured a confusion about the parameters of sex acts—that the accuser consented to certain sex acts but not others, and how she responded to those unwanted acts. One of those responses was redirection. Cincy Doe notes that Jane Roe asked him to “hold on” before they engaged in intercourse. He reports that they “talked for a bit and then engaged in consensual sex.” The complaint follows this acknowledgment with the following decree: “John Doe stated that the sexual encounter was completely consensual.” In his report, Doe makes sure to point out that Jane Roe acknowledged that she sat on John Doe’s lap while they were kissing and “that consent for sexual activity after he removed her dress was ‘gray’” because she consented to sex acts, including oral sex and digital penetration, but when he retrieved a condom “she did not indicate that she did not consent to sexual activity but, instead, tried to redirect Doe.” It is clear from the previously mentioned literature that women hedge and redirect all the time in order to voice displeasure or discomfort without ruffling feathers or taking up space. It is a safety mechanism, as to be a woman in the world is to fear violence at the hands of men, and thus staying safe often means keeping men happy by using redirection instead of direct confrontation. While all of this is important, it is most vital for my project to follow the logic line in which Cincy Doe firmly states that the entire encounter was completely consensual, but then goes on to point out several moments in which Roe exhibited hesitation so clear that he remembered to include it in his complaint against the school. While he alludes that it is correct that she did not clearly say “no,” what is clear is that he knew she was unwilling to participate in certain sexual acts, and he decided to engage in them anyway.

A similar situation occurred between TAMU Doe and Roe whose dispute stems around types of sexual interaction. The Texas A&M administrative hearing panel heard testimony from
Doe claiming there was consent at each stage of all three sexual encounters, and from Roe who testified that she had not consented to the anal intercourse but had consented to vaginal intercourse and oral sex.\textsuperscript{76} Roe claims that during consensual vaginal intercourse, Doe switched to anal intercourse without her consent, so she redirected him to something she was more comfortable with: oral sex. TAMU Doe reports, “at no time did Roe protest or voice any concerns regarding any actions that Doe and/or Roe engaged in. Especially reveling \textsuperscript{sic} was Roe’s voluntary third sexual act of performing oral sex on Doe.”\textsuperscript{77} This example brings me to a far bigger set of questions: is it rape if the activity has to be redirected to a more comfortable space? Or perhaps more fittingly, is it still sex if the activity has to be redirected at all? This situation is not just about whether or not TAMU Doe should have attained verbal consent for anal sex, but rather why it was that he felt that he could put his penis in another part of her body without asking first. Why did TAMU Doe feel entitled to her body at all? And why did he use her redirection to oral sex as evidence for her supposed consent?

Another vital piece of the consent narrative for these Does was incapacity through ingestion of alcohol. The Does complain that they had no way of knowing that the Roes were unable to consent, especially because they initiated the sexual activity. Boulder Doe referred to Roe as a close friend, his reason for stating surprise when she accused him of assaulting her while she was blacked out. He notes that she initiated the sexual encounter and he saw “no indication that [she] was intoxicated—he was familiar with the signs because he had spent many nights during their friendship caring for her when she was drunk.”\textsuperscript{78} This logic is revealing of a complex angle and cause of a major “gray area” of sexual violence—the drunk friend hookup. These two people were close friends, who had built enough trust to drink to excess together and had kept their relationship platonic, so (unlike stranger rape) Boulder Doe knew more about
Boulder Roe’s background, lifestyle, and boundaries. He also presents himself as the expert on her drunkenness; he indicated that had been cataloging the signs of her drunkenness for a long time. While from that perspective, Boulder Doe may sound creepily obsessive, this quote reveals the degree to which his interpretation of her capacity to consent matters. Why does it matter to a judge and jury if he knew she was too drunk? It certainly does not change the outcome. The next day when they spoke, he was “shocked because Jane Roe claimed not to remember the encounter.” While it seems that Boulder Doe sincerely believes that Roe showed no signs of intoxication, it is also clear that he remembers their interaction in which she presented no memory of the incident, and became visually upset. It is also clear from these admissions that Boulder Doe realized that something went wrong, but he also stresses that she initiated the sexual activity (which she cannot remember enough to refute). In other words, he is enthymematically asking, why would she initiate sex if she did not want it?

Michigan Doe faced a similar dilemma around the definition of “incapacitated” during his Title IX investigation. Doe and Roe consumed a single vodka shot together before dancing at his fraternity house and going up to his room. Doe claims that since he had only seen Roe consume one shot, he had no way of knowing that she was incapacitated when they had sex later that night. He notes, “the complainant was not asleep or unconscious” and he “had no knowledge of her having consumed alcohol (other than one drink) or experiencing blackouts or flashbacks.” However, after the fact, Roe “appeared emotionally distressed,” rushed out of the room, called an Uber with a friend, and left. Michigan Doe argues that the Title IX investigation recognized that “many of behaviors [Roe] exhibited [such as leaning on Witness 2 while they were walking together] were consistent with those of a person experiencing ‘significant emotional distress,’ as opposed to behaviors of an incapacitated person.”
decided to attack the University of Michigan's definition of “incapacitation” as opposed to question why it was that Roe was emotionally distressed after a sexual encounter with him. This leads to an important question: why doesn’t the emotional distress matter?

The first thing to come to mind as we consider the questions that I raised across these accounts is the utopian goal of sex as pleasurable for all parties involved. However, what if we were to hypothesize that incapacity to consent might go further than alcohol and have gendered implications of its own. It is clear from these four examples that the women accusers in these situations redirected and presented outward signs of intoxication, but those signals were unheard or irrelevant. The Does knew about these signs, but stipulate that the Roes did not clearly say “no,” were not clearly incapacitated, and thus were framed as just reticent or inexperienced—which apparently signaled consent for sexual activity. However, if these Roes are arguing that reticence, intoxication, and redirection do not qualify as sexual consent, then what does that disjuncture between the accounts of Doe versus Roe mean for the performance of heterosexuality? What does it tell us about the rhetorical underpinnings of precarity?

**Legal Fairness, Consent to Appear, & the Right to Cross-Examine**

For one thing, these cases show us what happens when norms of fairness (which stem from a white male dominant system) are upended, even in non-legal, campus disciplinary proceedings. When female precarity is taken into consideration, the backlash cries, “no fair!” The accused in these cases narrativize conceptions of fairness around the right to face their accuser and cross-examine them. They are disappointed when Roe does not attend their sanctioning hearings and criticize Title IX’s recommendation against having students cross-examine each other, claiming it allows for a lack of fairness. I argue that the Does’ construction of fairness here has more to do with a masculine need for dominance than an interest in justice.
It is even more important to note that criminal law typically would embrace this dominant frame of fairness. Michigan Doe argued that complainants in sexual assault cases should not be able to appeal the investigatory findings. He argues that “due process protections exist to protect the accused and permit the accused to appeal an erroneous determination of guilt,” not the other way around. In a criminal court, all of this would be true. In a criminal court, appeals function to present evidence that did not previously exist that would fundamentally change the outcome of the trial, and they are predominantly utilized by the defendant, not the prosecution. The previous chapter notes the continual conflation of the legal and administrative realms in Title IX complaints, but it is interesting to take a slightly different angle when analyzing the accused concerns about fairness. If due process protections exist only for the accused, is the process fair and equal? Or is Michigan Doe indignant because Title IX changes the status quo, allowing both parties to appeal sanctioning decisions if new information emerges that contradicts already-existing evidence? I ask these questions in order to lay the groundwork for the ways in which law and male dominance coincide, especially in cases of sexual assault. Title IX and the DCL try to buck some of these norms by leap-frogging state statutes, but masculine dominance is a difficult obelisk to deconstruct.

There are also significant pieces of the narratives that refer to and complain about the ability of the accused to cross-examine accusers. In three out of the four cases, Roe is not present at the hearing, which was the site of anguish for some Does. The Does lament that they were “never provided any opportunity to confront and question the witness who had made the charges against him.” Cincy Doe argues that if he had “been able to question Jane Roe, he would have been able to demonstrate that she was not credible” through inconsistencies in her statements and special treatment she received through accommodations. Cincy Doe would have used this line
of cross-examination to argue that “the accommodations provided to Jane Roe created a significant incentive for her to fabricate the allegation of sexual assault.”

It is rare to see two systems operating around the same time performing similar tasks but in different ways: both are seeking accountability for sexual assault, but the law guarantees the right to face your accuser and have that accuser cross-examined, while Title IX does not. The fact that the victim can consent to whether or not they appear is unheard of in a legal trial setting. Victims are commonly cross-examined, even if the accused is not. But Cincy Doe’s complaint is not just comparing or conflating the two accountability systems. The discourse is about performing dominance in that space—in the alleged incident, he dominated her body to get his way and he attempts to do it again, in the investigation, forcing her appearance and controlling her movements against her will in order to avoid punishment by his school. Title IX allowed Roe to escape the possibility of such a fate by conducting the investigation ahead of the hearing, collecting evidence from both parties separately, and not allowing them to cross-examine each other, hence why he is suing the college for damages.

Boulder Doe feels similarly, and he combines Michigan Doe’s argument about fairness and Cincy Doe’s clear for his rights. Boulder Doe claims that CU Boulder denied him right to due process by denying him the right to “ask questions of Jane Roe or the witnesses in the case, to test credibility.” He contrasts this with other hearings into violations of the student code of conduct that allow the accused to submit written questions to the presiding conduct officer to be asked of the complainant and witnesses. In this case, Boulder Doe feels as if complainants in sexual misconduct cases are being given special treatment in being exempt from cross-examination, even though complainants for other code violations are subject to it.

For these Does, narratives of fairness and rights serve in actuality to narrativize how much our legal system is predicated on masculine dominance. These narratives frame their
bodies as grievable in this setting and the bodies of their victims to be ungrievable. This only serves to reinforce my argument that within heterosexuality, women’s bodies are precarious, always in the hands of their male counterpart, and ungrievable when they identify their experience as violent. For crimes of sexual violence, due process protects the accused (predominantly men) from appeals even though the criminal system is notorious for failing to hold rapists accountable. Title IX policies (whether they recognize gender politics or not) circumvent state laws about consent, policies of appearance, and the right to cross-examine to provide low-stake accountability measures for victims of CSA. But, even the low-stakes punishment of expulsion is considered subjugation to these men because it does not compare to the state-sponsored dominance that they have benefitted from their whole lives, whether they knew it or not. The idea of that disappearing? Now that’s something worth suing for.

Through this analysis I have used the themes of interpersonal gendered communication norms and entitlements around fairness to illustrate a serious problem in the performance of heterosexuality: the precarity of women’s bodies in the moment where consensual sexual activity becomes violent and their ungrievable bodies in the aftermath. I have analyzed these narratives through Butler’s lens of performativity and her theories of precarity and grievability in efforts to explain what past consent scholars have labeled as miscommunication. The miscommunication label effectively obscures power dynamics by assuming complete equality in dyads of sexual interaction. Given that, much is at stake for heterosexuality. If men cannot hear women who redirect, and women are socialized never to say no, can there be consensual heterosexual sex?

**Implications for Heterosexuality & Possibility of Critical Consent**

In this chapter, I have used the lens of consent to make an argument about performances heterosexuality. I have argued that the performance of heterosexual relationships is implicated in
narratives of dominance and subordination, and so thus are narratives of consent. The grander contextual power dynamics make accountability systems for sexual assault notoriously difficult. In considering the moments between utterances of “yes” and “no,” I have shown how both our understandings of gender, sexuality, and the law are inherently value-laden. I have pondered how rhetorically these narratives consider not listening, taking advantage of, and pushing boundaries as “normal” sexual behavior—functioning to sustain rape culture. I have shown that it is possible to probe larger understandings of the violence latent in performances of heterosexuality if we cannot understand the complexities of consent. And in this way, I have come to suggest that Title IX exists as a tactic to avoid the inherently perpetrator-biased parts of criminal law. My argument is not that consent is gray with nuance so we should avoid dealing with it. Consent is vital, but it is not just about utterances of “yes” and “no.” Rather, I am arguing for the importance of contextualizing consent scholarship within a discussion of everyday violence.

Books such as *The New Assertive Woman* (1975) and *A Woman in Your Own Right* (1982) popularized the idea that the lack of feminine social power was, in large part, due to an inability to communicate assertively. Much of the work around gendered norms of speech has only served to reinforce masculine speech patterns as the norm and has influenced the rise in assertiveness training programs. Those programs focus on ways women need to change their way of speaking to be clearly understood. The underlying assumption remains that if women talk more like men in the workplace, they will gain more positions of leadership. This is also the center of the “lean in” movement – which is pitched to women as a counter performance they can engage to better position themselves against much of the marked female habits in communication I cite earlier in this very chapter. Radical feminists opposed this strategy. As Spender pointed out, “Women will still be judged as women no matter how they speak, and no
amount of talking the same as men will make them men, and subject to the same judgments.”

My point here is that consent needs to be understood as a part of the grander context of sexuality in which it resides: the gendered power dynamics embedded within performances of heterosexuality. The assertiveness aspect of consent education usually only serves the purpose of victim-blaming rather than empowerment.

Radical feminists have also argued for the re-valuation woman-ness and womanhood. But is that the answer? Gearhart argues that “communication, like the rest of the culture, must be womanized, that in order to be authentic, in order to be nonviolent communicators, we must all become more like women.” Strategies for this might include circumstances that encourage the mutual generation of ideas where everyone feels like a willing participant. However, as Bonnie Dow notes, “in the current world we live in…such a position reifies the very definitions used to oppress and exclude women from public life, to devalue their labor, and to enforce ‘womanly’ behavior” and that this essentialist view does not take into account differences among women.

Iris Marion Young argues that gynocentric feminism as contended by Gearhart as well as Foss & Foss in “An Invitational Rhetoric” risks becoming “only a moral position of critique rather than a force for institutional change.” Nina Reich-Lozano and Dana Cloud indict invitational rhetoric for undoing protests for social justice by requiring civility. They instead call for an “uncivil tongue to challenge oppressive forces.” I use these critiques to argue that instead of trying to undo centuries of silencing women by challenging men to “think/act like women” (whatever that means within a multitude of women), we consider the larger issue of dominance more critically.

As a critical-legal feminist scholar, Catherine MacKinnon has been on the cutting edge of radically redefining popular understandings of rape laws. In response to the sex/violence dichotomy, she argues that “calling rape violence, not sex, thus evades, at the moment it most
seems to confront, the issue of who controls women’s sexuality and the dominance/submission
dynamic that has defined it."\textsuperscript{100} She furthers that “if sex is normally something men do to
women, the issue is less whether there was force and more whether consent is a meaningful
concept."\textsuperscript{101} In a state of masculine dominance, can women ever truly consent? Given the
assumption that performing heterosexuality is rife with narratives of dominance, we can perhaps
see a pathway out of this violent labyrinth.

One way out of the performance of heterosexual dominance might be to look to queer
communities for guidance. As I have mentioned in previous chapters, Robin Bauer’s notion of
“critical consent” provides interesting insights into both consent and domination. Grounded in
the practices of dyke and queer BDSM communities, Bauer illustrates how consent is messy,
flexible, interdependent, indeterminate, and constantly created through social networks.\textsuperscript{102}
Through this lens, consent is “an active, ongoing collaboration for the mutual benefit of all
involved” that “leads to an ethics of heightened responsibility and accountability for the
consequences of one’s actions.”\textsuperscript{103} For Bauer, there is no possibility for equality between sexual
partners as there are too many factors at play. They deconstruct most feminist conceptualizations
of consent, arguing that “yes means yes”/ “no means no” both fail to consider the complex ways
in which social inequalities impact the ability to provide meaningful consent.\textsuperscript{104} Instead, actors
should rely on practices of care to avoid a single standard of power differentials and false senses
of equality. In this way, sexual agency becomes less about have versus have not, but is an issue
of “how to act within a field of limited choices.”\textsuperscript{105} Critical consent foregrounds self-
responsibility and the negotiation of boundaries, which enables actors to feel a heightened sense
of agency within the situation. In \textit{Precarious Life}, Butler quotes Emmanuel Levinas, “Peace as
awakeness to the precariousness of the other.” Critical consent opens up the possibility of a male recognition of female precarity, and in that recognition peace.

But truthfully, I am not sure that I am satisfied, as critical consent is predicated on a queer context, and thus is not troubled with the gendered power dynamics of heterosexuality—not that queerness lacks power dynamics, but that does dynamics are different. Kate Harris posited Bauer’s “critical consent” as a way to nuance consent in the teaching of rape prevention. This idea holds much appeal, but it does not do much to address the unreachable facets of masculinity: the 10% of any group of men, as psychologist David Lisak theorized, is determined to commit violence. It also does not readily address my concerns with the precariousness, grievability of a woman’s body. How can we break Spivak’s unending cycle of unable to hear/unable to listen in order to see the precariousness inherent to performing female heterosexuality, and promote framing all women’s bodies as grievable? In this #metoo moment, I argue that it takes male buy-in at a baseline, but it also might take us asking MacKinnon’s central question: “instead of asking what is the violation of rape, what we ask, what is the non-violation of intercourse? To tell what is wrong with rape, explain what is right about sex.” I believe this idea is more possible on college campuses due to “institutional leapfrogging” of Title IX. In what other context could we hold perpetrators of violence systematically accountable without having to change the entire criminal justice system? Even with all of its flaws (see Chapter 2), Title IX performs tactically for survivors. If combined with systematic consent education that includes some of the critical notions I have already laid out, I believe resistance is possible, and probably inevitable. Can consent education and Title IX stop these incidents from occurring? Unclear, but it’s a start.
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Conclusions present a unique kind of challenge for scholars interested in sexual violence, if for any reason more than it is relatively impossible to maintain a neutral stance. In pedagogy, rhetoricians are (in)famous for instructing their students to argue a point of view, whether or not they agree with it, and they will be graded on their ability to construct an argument or intervene in rhetorical theory, not the veracity of that argument. While more is at stake in a thesis project, the rationale remains the same. My job is to persuade you, the reader, of my ability to put rhetorical texts in conversation with one another, in order to intervene in rhetorical theory through my chosen artifacts or case studies, not necessarily to take a political stance on concrete ways to address campus sexual violence. The conclusion is the place to wrap up my arguments and put them into context with the artifacts with a hint at a plan to move forward. But having already noted the scope of the problem of sexual violence, what does a plan for moving forward that is based in rhetoric resemble? In a perfect world, perhaps, I could end this thesis with a roadmap for new interpersonal prevention efforts that would effectively undo centuries of systemic subjugation via sexual assault. Or, more possibly, I could suggest a way that rhetoricians could intervene in legal discourses in order to make it more possible to find more perpetrators guilty of sexual violence. Alas, I cannot offer either of those things, and I especially cannot promise to maintain political neutrality on the topic of sexual violence (if I ever took on a neutral tone in the first place). Sexual violence is not just harmful to the bodies and minds of those who experience it; it is a systematic effort to dissuade certain raced, sexed, and classed bodies of their humanity. While I have maintained that individuals are complicit in this effort, I have also argued that law is equally as complicit, even as it operates under the guise of
objectivity. I title my closing chapter “Legalizing Sexuality” not because I have much to say about law or sexuality on their own. Rather, I have much to say about administrative proceedings that are conflated with law and sexual assault that is conflated with sexuality. As well, I have a few conclusions about the process of defining what makes certain aspects of sexuality (il)legal. All of this is to say that performing scholarly research on the relationship between law and sexual violence presents a unique challenge because of what is at stake. Catherine MacKinnon said it best: “Assault that is consented to is still assault; rape consented to is intercourse.”¹ In many ways, this thesis is inspired by her words for they remind us of the uniqueness of sexual violence—that the reason that defining and adjudicating it is messy is because it is so closely tied to intimacy and pleasure.

Throughout this thesis, I have performed a narrative analysis of complaint statements made by men suing their colleges for expelling them under Title IX. These Title IX violators assert that they were denied due process of law throughout their school’s investigation, and thus experienced discrimination. Three tensions emerged throughout my analysis; first, the tension between rhetoric and law. The law is popularly considered to be objective and concrete, and above all else fair to every individual, while rhetoric has historically been considered to be a means of manipulation.² I established that law is constitutive and thus is inherently rhetorical, then I showed how the 2011 DCL oscillates between legal and administrative language, effectively existing in the intermediary space. This oscillation enables campus Title IX to act with the authority of law, but with none of the consequences or baggage; its administrative oscillation constrains the college’s ability to discipline perpetrators of sexual violence with only expulsion at stake.
The second tension I examine exists around what qualifies as sexual consent. Much of this tension relies on gendered assumptions of heterosexuality—who gets to distinguish sex from rape? In the ever-gendered performative of heterosexuality, is it possible that “yes or no” narratives we tell about sexual assault fail to account for nodes of power in relationships? I note these nuances because we have to pay attention to the interpersonal negotiations of consent beyond “yes” and “no” because these are also negotiations of gender and power. I argued that the doing of heterosexuality involves the socialization of women as unable to refuse consent without fear of retribution, and men as unable to hear and respond to their female partners’ reactions of discomfort or distress. This lens complicates both our understandings of consent and of consent under the law. What are the possibilities for legal (hetero)sexuality?

The last tension, which has been latent in the past two chapters, but I will argue more explicitly in this chapter, exists between fairness and justice. Criminal processes have been widely coded as fair to all (meaning that all are treated the same). Title IX and the other educational amendments were engendered by the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which seeks to amend the concrete processes of U.S. law in order to make reparations for otherwise legal discrimination (the 3/5 compromise, poll tax, segregation, and more). These amendments unearth the messiness and nuance of providing equity, instead of the rigid processes of equality. For the purposes of this final chapter, I ponder how the notoriously unambiguous legal system can address the nuance of issues like consent, which is often not nearly as clear as legally necessitated.

This last chapter will take the following form. First, I will use the Title IX violators’ appeals to fairness and justice to show how the two previous chapters, while seeming to jump between two disparate topics, are actually more intertwined than a cursory read might indicate.
Second, I hope to address the ways in which I have posited more questions than answers at the intersection of sexual violence, law, and consent. I realize that a thesis is supposed to posit an overarching argument, but I instead posited a question: what can these complaints of lack of due process in Title IX tell us about what is at stake at the nexus of law, heterosexuality, and violence? Lastly, I will explore implications for each chapter’s conclusions: Title IX’s oscillations and institutional leapfrogging, as well as critical consent. I ponder Title IX’s future in solving campus-based injustices—it has been boxed into occupying a space between law and Human Resources, but could reframing it under restorative justice provide it new avenues for movement? To build on this argument, I start by analyzing these men’s claims of being presumed guilty.

**Guilty Until Proven Innocent?**

The U.S. criminal justice system is built on the following assumption: innocent until proven guilty. While seemingly confined to a courtroom, this narrative permeates other parts of our society, often coming up in casual conversations about petty theft or predictions about celebrity wrongdoing. This innocent-until-proven-guilty narrative also permeates disciplinary settings at work and in academia. Discussions of legality and consent are caught up narratives of fairness, which are all caught up in gender. In this section, I endeavor to bring together two major narrative streams: due process as fair, thus Title IX lacking in legal fairness; and consent unfairly placed upon male shoulders, which presumes them to be guilty of violating Title IX.

As I discussed in both chapters two and three, these Title IX violators complain Title IX proceedings unfairly assume their guilt by requiring them to prove that they had received consent, which is discrimination against them as men under Title IX. Several of the narratives that I studied cited a 2014 *Chronicle of Higher Education* article titled “Presumed Guilty:
College men accused of rape say the scales are tipped against them.” It bears repeating that they all quote the same passage:

Under current interpretations of colleges’ legal responsibilities, if a female student alleges sexual assault by a male student after heavy drinking, he may be suspended or expelled, even if she appeared to be a willing participant and never said no. That is because in heterosexual cases, colleges typically see the male student as the one physically able to initiate sex, and therefore responsible for gaining the woman’s consent. This article argues that college Title IX proceedings assume a male sexual aggressor and fail to recognize the sexual agency of the women in their heterosexual hook-ups-gone-awry situations. It goes on to discuss the ways in which Title IX demands more from the accused than the accuser, which violates due process norms of “innocent until proven guilty.” These norms automatically place the responsibility of proving the crime was committed on the accuser.

However, I am less interested in this article, and more interested in the ways in which it has been taken up by these Title IX violators: to show how the deck were already stacked against them to be found responsible. The men who cite this article accuse the DCL “crackdown” of going too far, effectively operating as gender discrimination it seeks to eradicate. Schools are deemed “ill-equipped” to adjudicate sexual assault. They reason that the DCL’s preponderance of evidence standard enables schools to presume guilt by requiring the accused to prove that they had consent (as opposed to accuser having to prove that they were assaulted) and having a low standard of what qualifies as evidence. Cincy and TAMU Doe used the Chronicle article to argue that “schools treat male students accused of sexual misconduct with a presumption of guilt.” Gender is the focus for these two Does—how their school’s Title IX proceedings discriminates against them as men, which is technically prohibited under Title IX.

The nature of their complaint is simple: fairness = justice; Title IX is not fair, so it cannot be just. This syllogism relies on series of assumptions to make that argument: first, that fairness entails two equal participants in the sexual act, both able to give/withhold consent; second, that
fairness reflects the criminal justice system, which has been built up to be the ultimate measure of equality; and third, that fairness in policy as clearly stated without nuance or gray area. For these Title IX violators, these combined elements of fairness are the only way justice can be possible under Title IX.

The quote chosen for these complaints of lack of due process laments the classification of men as sexual aggressors, but this lamentation is blatantly contradicted by the complainants’ noted refusal to heed the Roes’ warning signs. The author notes that even in cases where the woman accuser “appeared to be a willing participant and never said no,” the burden is on the male student to prove that he gained consent from her before engaging in a sexual act. In noting the appearance of “willingness” and the lack of the use of “no,” the author of the article is able to frame both parties as two equal participants in sexual activity with the ability to stop it any point. As chapter three argued, this perspective completely ignores the centuries of gendered power dynamics that have built compulsory heterosexuality and the precarity of women’s bodies. The complainants in these Title IX cases negotiate and redirect each time the respondents proceeded with certain kinds of sexual activity, and yet these yellow flags (a somewhat universal warning sign) are not perceived as “unwilling” or endowed with the same clout as an out-right “no.” The complaints note the Roes’ negotiations and redirections, so they absolutely remember them (enough to include them in a lawsuit) but they still considered the plethora of yellow flags to be willingness because it was not met with a clear “no.”

The gendering of sexual activity is an age-old argument, as there is a long history of mythology painting women as gatekeepers to sex, and men as using both physical and figurative battering rams to penetrate the gate. It would be relatively easy for me to connect this to a rhetorical history of the construction of heterosexual women as sexual gatekeepers; from Greek
mythology to campaigns such as “no means no,” women have been protecting their own sexuality from male violation. However, it might be more pertinent to these examples to interrogate why, when these yellow flags presented themselves, these men did not stop. I have no doubt that these events occurred, or they would not have thought it pertinent to include them in their lawsuit, but to them those moments seemed to indicate willingness, as opposed to unwillingness. However, I wonder what would have happened if it were common practice for these men to stop what they were doing entirely at the sign of a yellow flag to check in with their partner. But, as chapter three argued, performatives of heterosexuality do not allow for listening. These performatives rely on narratives of domination and subjugation to enact a precarity on women’s bodies. In these cases, we see that these parties are not, were never, and (dare I say) can never be considered equal when women’s bodies are always at the mercy of their male sexual partner. And to make matters worse, the use of the Chronicle of Higher Education article only serves to illustrates the lack of grievability for the bodies of these women. If they are unable to explicitly show unwillingness through the use of the word “no,” then there is nothing to mitigate what happens to their bodies. Not only is the previous sentence a common example of victim-blaming language, but it also exposes the double-bind structure that makes up modern rape culture—the belief that women and men are equal partners in sexuality until a violence occurs and then it immediately becomes the woman’s fault that she felt violated because she stood by and said nothing. I am leading up to a question that I hope to discuss more fully in later in this chapter: is there something irreparable about heterosexuality?

To even begin to answer that question, we also have to interrogate why these lawsuits center around fairness rather than sexuality. The use of this article by all four complainants also compares and contrasts the school’s Title IX policy to the criminal court system to make its
argument about fairness. This move by the complainants is critical for the ways it illustrates their fundamental attachment the privileges afforded to them by the criminal justice system. Title IX’s evidence standard is the subject of much angst in all four complaints, as it is far lower than the criminal standard of “beyond a reasonable doubt.” These men ask why colleges would adjudicate violence using a different standard than the criminal justice system? In this question, the criminal justice system is coded as a fair, in converse relation to Title IX. Michigan Doe quotes portions of his school’s website which contends that their policy is in line with Michigan law, stating that intoxicated people cannot consent to sexual activity because they are incapacitated. The site gives a series of questions to consider before engaging in sexual activity with a person who has consumed alcohol (e.g. Are they slurring their words? Have they vomited?). If “yes” is the answer to any or all of the questions, the University advises the reader not to initiate sexual activity. Michigan Does instead argues that Michigan law only counts intoxication as incapacitation if the substances were administered to the person without their consent. Because Michigan Roe willingly consumed alcohol she was offered by Michigan Doe, she could not be incapacitated—even though he notes that she vomited after the incident in question. He uses the article to argue that under the law, he would never have been found guilty for sexually assaulting a woman who was incapacitated because even if she was too drunk to consent, she willingly consumed that alcohol, so it is not illegal to have sex with her. Ignoring the flawed logic of the Michigan statute on incapacity for a moment, this example illustrates how these men construct Title IX as unfair by contrasting it with state law. This move, by way of negation, constructs the law as fair, and fairness as justice. But I push on this claim: fairness for whom? From other scholars, we have learned that the law exists by and for those who had the power to write it:
land-owning white men. Equality under the law, in American culture, is imbued with European
Enlightenment sensibilities and directly benefits the white men whose ancestors theorized it.

In this way, we can come to understand the complaints about fairness and justice to be
also tied up in institutions of dominance. If ideas of fairness and justice are caught up in a U.S.
system written by and for Anglo-white, cis, heterosexual men, then those ideas are imbued with
the dominance narratives that constituted colonialism and domination of women. This conclusion
begs the question, is justice possible in a system that was built on the hierarchizing of bodies? As
argued in chapter two, Title IX exists in the intermediary space between law and administrative
policy, which operates as both a blessing and a curse. The confusion about its narrative structure
has opened the door for emergence of these lawsuits, but the institutional leapfrogging of Title
IX has also made resistance to oppressive legal norms more possible. Later in the chapter, I will
explore the implications for connecting Title IX and justice in hopes of addressing the ways in
which Title IX could pursue non-legal forms of justice and community building.

Lastly, for these men, fairness must be clearly stated and unambiguous, which poses a
potential problem because sexual violence (before, during, and after) tends to be complex and
muddled. Even with the 2011 DCL as guidance, it is clear by sheer volume of popular press
articles, think pieces, and op-eds on the subject that federal Title IX rules and on-campus Title
IX proceedings are full of ambiguity. The publication of the above-cited article in the *Chronicle
of Higher Education* only further illustrates nationwide anxiety about the ways in which Title IX
rules and guidelines are vague at best. Michigan Doe uses this ambiguity to argue that Title IX
processes are void under Due Process:

Under the Due Process Clause, an enactment is void if its prohibitions are not clearly
defined or does not provide explicitly standards for enforcement…the policy in effect at
the time the Complainant and Plaintiff engaged in sexual activity was unconstitutionally
vague because it failed to properly define the term “incapacitation.”7
The 2011 DCL is pretty vague about incapacitation, it is true, and the University of Michigan Title IX policy, as noted in the previous paragraph, leaves the term incapacitation linked to intoxication. Understanding the intentionality behind this ambiguity would be interesting, but I find it more vital to discuss the ways in which narratives of clarity and ambiguity operate. Practically (and as someone who teaches college students), rules are much easier to follow when they are clear and unambiguous. But, also, it is important to realize that perpetrators of sexual violence rarely do it accidentally; it is not as if they would have changed their actions if they had better known the rules. Even if the University of Michigan had been able to more clearly define “incapacitation,” it is still very likely that Michigan Doe would not have thought twice before taking advantage of a drunk woman. Narratives of clarity, here, operate to negate Title IX’s ability to treat students fairly and equally. If we understand law as clear, and thus just, then we can see how Title IX would be constructed in the negative. But I am interested in the ways in which ambiguity could be harnessed for more progressive telos—one that is less interested in aligning itself with a broken legal system that we know statistically and anecdotally is not serving survivors (on and off college campuses). This chapter will conclude with a discussion of equity and the potential in a restorative justice approach to CSA.

This brief analysis of the repetitive use of the article from the *Chronicle of Higher Education* shows how discourse of Title IX, consent, law, and heterosexuality are not so disparate from one another. In fact, they are caught up together, reinforcing norms that prop up condoning certain kinds of sexual violence as “not illegal per se” or “college kids are just experimenting”—which are just more acceptable ways of saying “boys will be boys.” It would be simpler for me, as a scholar, to write these lawsuits off as sexist arguments propped up by lawsuit-happy patriarchal society that would rather not change the status quo, but that move
would discount the effects of the backlash. Like I said in chapter one, these lawsuits from college men are doing something. Men’s Rights Activist groups are no longer on the periphery; Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos handed them a spotlight and a megaphone when she met with them over Title IX regulations in 2017. As I mentioned in chapter one, President Trump spoke out on this issue, bemoaning that it is “a very difficult time for young men in America… now you’re guilty until proven innocent—that is a very difficult standard.”

In a field where we place a lot of value in presidential address, this should mean a great deal. Lawsuits like these represent more than just the confusion of campus Title IX proceedings with criminal law or the violence inherent in performatives of heterosexuality, singularly—it is that they exist together, mutually reinforcing one another. Given their connection, we can understand the patriarchal violence inherent in our constitutive discourse of law as well as the blurring of the cut-and-dry legal discourse around consent to sexual activity. In this way, we can also better comprehend the ways in which performatives of heterosexuality identity and practices are created in the act of doing heterosexuality—that we enact performatives of dominance and submission in the everyday doing of heterosexual sex. Those performatives are dangerous and violent to some bodies, but totally and completely normal to others.

So, what are our alternatives? Heterosexuality and U.S. law may as well be load-bearing pillars in the construction of the nation—until recently, the state only recognized heterosexual marriage, and even today heterosexual marriages are rewarded via tax incentives and other norms which often pass by under the radar. These pillars are very difficult to disassemble, but since they were constructed in the first place, it is still possible: brick by brick.
A Laundry List of Implications: Equality/Equity, Restorative Justice, & Critical Consent

In the section that follows, I detail some of the ways that campus Title IX policies could mobilize tactically to better serve survivors of CSA, what justice might mean in the context of CSA, and introduce some research on how schools could use restorative justice techniques to be able to move in the direction of justice. I also discuss critical consent at length, problematizing masculinity, binaries of consent, and what it would mean to “queer” heterosexuality.

Equality v. Equity: Pros and Cons of Title IX leapfrogging

As noted in chapter 1, Title IX and the other educational amendments are housed under the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which sought (and continues to seek) to amend the concrete processes of U.S. law in order to make reparations for otherwise legal discrimination. I noted the 3/5 compromise, poll tax, and Jim Crow segregation, but I also include gender-based discrimination in educational institutions. Instead of just requiring institutions to consider female applicants and applicants of color or make sure to offer women’s soccer, these laws guaranteed their acceptance and their existence. For those who passed Title IX, it was not just about equality, it was about breaking down the barriers blocking our ability to make up for lost time. However, these amendments also unearth the messiness and nuance of providing equity in a legal system that only values the rigid processes of equality. If we understand, from chapter two, Title IX to exist in an intermediary space between administrative policy and law, then we also know that schools have been committing what Shep Melnick called “institutional leap-frogging” in order to follow the guidelines of the DCL and provide some semblance of equity. The lawsuits I analyzed illustrate a backlash on the grounds of equality through due process. How does Title IX get around that? This section will lead with a discussion of racialized and gendered components of equity versus equality through Derrick Bell’s interest-convergence paradigm; it will then
problematize the law’s ability to break such a paradigm and examine the possibility of
Restorative Justice.

Flashing back to another Civil Rights issue, Title IX directly reflects conclusions from
Derrick Bell’s application of his interest-convergence paradigm to Brown v. Board of Education.
He stipulates that “the interest of blacks in achieving racial equality will be accommodated only
when it converges with the interests of whites.” Title IX discourses operates in a similar
fashion with gender. The law successfully elevates access so that women and men have equal
opportunities to educational programs, but only when that elevation does not disrupt currently
existing rights of men. In this way, law is both raced and gendered, as Patricia Hill Collins wrote,
“In the United States, socially constructed distinctions between legitimated and non-legitimated
violence remain grounded in intersecting power relations of race and gender.” This
construction is mediated through the state, meaning that there will be different outcomes for
different folks dependent on their identity markers. With the change in focus as a result of the
2011 DCL, Title IX no longer operated within the interest-convergence framework by trying to
provide some form of justice for victims of sexual assault. Current Title IX policies strive to
serve victims’ interests by punishing students who assault other students and protect students
who have been assaulted. Through my analysis of the artifacts I selected and their respective
contexts, I have outlined a growing fear from men, their parents, legal scholars, and popular
news media that Title IX policies infringe upon the rights of those accused of sexual assault,
who, as reported, are predominantly men. We also know, according to MacKinnon, that the law
adjudicates “the level of acceptable force starting just above the level set by what is seen as
normal male sexual behavior, rather than at the victim’s point of violation.” What would it
mean to see rape from the victim’s point of view? With men’s rights in jeopardy, so are any
progressive changes to Title IX, unless in some way those changes benefit men. While I acknowledge that both men and women benefit from a rape-free society, sexual harassment and rape are weapons used predominantly by men to aggregate power, and thus men, as a group, may benefit from the Title IX inability to address it. Thus, colleges and universities reach a defining moment: to either break from the interest-convergence paradigm or continue working within that mold. Are they in a position where they may act in the interest of victims at the expense of potential perpetrators in order to provide some sort of justice? At this moment in time, the answer hangs in the balance. In its current state under Betsy DeVos, schools are being left (relatively) to their own devices, which is, while nerve-wracking, fertile ground for school-lead progressive possibilities for justice, perhaps possibilities for restorative justice approaches.

Given these competing and complex directives, Title IX, in its current capacity, can never achieve justice for victims of CSA. As Derrida states, “Law is not justice. Law is an element of calculation, and it is just that there be law, but justice is incalculable, it demands that one calculate with the incalculable.”\textsuperscript{14} Put simply, for Derrida the law can never be just because justice is divine, and therefore unattainable, especially by an umbrella-style legal system that tries to address everyone’s needs in just a few words. The law calculates fairness using discourses of equality: treating everyone with the same protections and rights. However, those umbrella rights do not account for the uniqueness of each individual case and (as noted above) are embedded with discourses of whiteness, maleness, and heterosexuality. Campbell argues in favor of a more substantive due process (rather than procedural), which could alleviate some of those barriers to justice that I named, but that approach does not solve all of Title IX’s problems.\textsuperscript{15} Title IX is positioned to provide justice where the legal system has failed, but as Derrida contends, it is impossible to get justice from the institution of law. I argue that, in the
same way, Title IX discourses fail victims of campus sexual assault. Title IX adjudications strive to create the same environment that existed before the complainant was raped, “…end the violation, prevent its recurrence, and remedy its effect on individuals and the community.”

However, in its current state the university has no power to erase a violation, and it has very little power to penalize the respondent or protect the complainant after the investigation is over. The college can only (at most) expel the respondent or enact a no-contact order; it cannot incarcerate or further punish respondents. Title IX grievance policies have no theory of justice, no way to provide recourse for victims; education and expulsion are all a college can offer.

Legal scholars Mary Koss, Jay Wilgus, and Kaaren Williamsen reject the notion that a quasi-criminal justice should govern Title IX procedures. They argue that the criminal justice approach is too narrow and instead re-read the OCR’s requirements in the DCL in terms of restorative justice. Restorative justice is founded on the notion that “harm has been done and someone is responsible for repairing it.” They write:

The focus of restorative justice is present and future oriented. Looking back to weigh evidence and deliberate fault is the function of adversarial justice, which we believe the DCL guidance encourages by not highlighting the utility of informal resolution options in which responsible persons accept responsibility early and work collaboratively with impacted parties and support resources to repair the harm and prevent reoffending behaviors.

These scholars support shared interest in justice without using the same tactics as the legal system. Koss et al. intend for restorative justice to replace adjudication processes and move away from the law to a space more capable of providing justice for survivors and supporting affected communities. In their conclusion, Koss et al. argue,

Traditional resolution processes were designed to offer due process adjudication for accused students. They were not designed to meet a victim’s needs or achieve goals other than punishment. A variety of options are needed to be victim-centered.

Koss et al. reject notions of legality in reference to Title IX and instead push for a restorative justice understanding of the DCL. Their interpretation refuses legal recourse for unhappy
respondents because restorative justice is very clearly not associated with the criminal justice system, but argues that there is something to be gained from that rejection. Koss et al. stipulate that the criminal justice approach is too narrow to adjudicate campus sexual assault, and colleges should utilize restorative justice. Restorative justice offers no particular option for recourse, and instead allows the victim and community to choose the outcome of the investigation.

While the restorative justice approach certainly addresses the law’s uneven relationship to justice, I have concerns about its feasibility. Restorative justice is inherently built around a lack of procedure. This ambiguity presents a challenge with widespread implementation, but in this way, ambiguity might be its greatest asset. Restorative justice also operates around the community where the crime is committed and what outcome would most benefit that community. Inherently, it is not punitive because it lacks the protections, regulations, and procedure of the legal system. In past writings, I have stipulated that a restorative justice approach to campus adjudications serves to decriminalize a felony by not punishing campus rapists for the crime they committed, but after completing this research project, I wonder what is possible in having justice systems that do not rely on the judicial branch. And some schools have very successfully operating restorative justice programs for minor infractions and community disputes (my home institution of CU Boulder being one of them), and the University of Michigan has implemented a Restorative Justice process addition to Title IX. While sexual assault cannot be compared to stealing your roommate’s clothes or minor property damage, it still might be a better option for community growth than a punitive approach. In this way, it might be helpful to view restorative justice, not as decriminalizing rape and silences voices of victims, but instead as a community-centered way of addressing the DCL’s objective for Title IX policies: “…[to] end the violation, prevent its recurrence, and remedy its effect on individuals and the community.”
but with a slightly different *telos*. Instead of trying to return the campus to its pre-sexual violence state (which is impossible), a restorative justice approach would circumnavigate the due process concerns that cause schools to be sued, and also could promote community healing in a more holistic manner that addresses the ever-silent victims of sexual violence that may not report because they do not want to punish the person who assaulted them. Restorative justice may be a more viable option with more research and revision; however, restorative justice would have to avoid mediation practices that tend to re-traumatize victims, and work not just to repair the damage, but also doing additional work to improve the community that they harmed (e.g. writing an essay about why rape is bad is *not* improving the community). I only note these examples because they exist as Title IX sanctions at schools nationwide. By embodying these new strategies, collegiate Title IX processes mimicking the legal system would have to break away from a mold that only allows for change that is mutually beneficial to powerful and historically oppressed groups. That kind of change is radical and has potential to alter the gendered power dynamics surrounding sexual assault. It also makes critical notions of consent more possible.

*The Problems and Possibilities for Critical Consent*

I introduced the Robin Bauer’s theory of critical consent in chapter three in hopes that it might be able to provide some ways to think about consent not as simply the presence of “yes” or “no.” Their theory of consent, which as mentioned, stems from queer, dyke, and BDSM communities, relies on the process of checking in to make consensual sex an active, collaborative process. In the past, feminist scholars have been careful to avoid conversations of sexual violence that support the victim-blaming perspective that there is much “gray area” between sex and rape. In chapter three, I illustrated that through exploring those gray areas, we can better understand conditions of heterosexuality that support masculine dominance and feminine
subjugation. I also wondered at the constructed goal of heterosexuality, which Bauer answered for me: harmonic sex. I have pondered the possibility of harmonic sex, where both partners simultaneously experience matching levels of enjoyment and lack of pressure to perform a certain way. Bauer makes it clear that harmonic sex is an impossible to achieve, as power is not absent from even the most egalitarian relationships. Hence the need for critical consent—a way to check your power with your partner by literally checking in. In this way, consent becomes more fluid, and the ability to negotiate or revoke it becomes more possible. I find this theory of consent compelling because it accounts for the gray areas of consent without assigning it to a binary. Critical consent enables a type of script not often seen in discussions of sexuality: the acknowledgement of power, the troubling of that power, and the embrace of transparency.

But heteronormative masculinity presents a major roadblock to this theory. It has been argued that much like femininity, there is a double-standard of masculine sexuality. Susan Bordo notes that science has constructed and reinforced the naturality of male sexual aggression. Comparing 20th Century men to their Neanderthal and chimpanzee brethren, popular science discourses frame men as aggressively seeking sex with women, not caring for their partners’ interest or sexual satisfaction. These narratives produce the image of men, who when their sexual “fire is lit, they’re just as likely to rape you as woo you.” Bordo also shows, however, that we socialize boys to become both man and beast: “We fabulously reward those boys who succeed in our ritual arenas of primitive potency, and humiliate the boy whose sexual aggression quota doesn’t match up to those standards. But at the same time, we want male aggression to bow to civilization when a girl says ‘no’ and to be transformed into tender passion when she says ‘yes.’” Bauer names the double standard Bordo describes the “ideal of harmonic sex” in which there are two egalitarian partners whose interaction is completely devoid of power dynamics.
But as Bordo (and others) argue, not only is harmonic sex idealistic, it has never existed, and they are not sure it can ever exist. Especially in queer contexts, where sexual norms are already being violated, it is vital to account for power. Bauer observes queer and dyke BDSM communities to be creating “alternative/exuberant intimacies” which reject harmony and equality, and instead celebrate difference, tension, and fluidity. This exuberance creates alternative sexual ethics that have the potential to fundamentally change how we think, teach, and legislate consent.

But there are other ethical considerations to assess before jumping on the chance to use critical consent in heterosexual Title IX cases. In the ensuing paragraphs, I discuss the following questions: what would it mean to queer heterosexuality? What are the politics of queering heterosexuality? I cannot move forward with this project without problematizing critical consent’s roots in the queer + dyke BDSM communities. It is not a question of how can queer power dynamics relate to heterosexual violence, but rather what are the politics of co-opting a queer theory for heterosexual use? I do not mean to argue that heterosexuality can learn nothing from the queer community, but to instead think critically about two facets of this argument: first, that using this theory turns into a form of cultural appropriation, and second, that it is inherently problematic to assign the assumed roles in Dom/Sub relationships on the basis of gender within heterosexuality. In the ensuing discussion, I ponder: what is at stake in deciding that gender roles are power roles in sexuality?

Perhaps what we can take from critical consent is its complete and utter attention to the movement of power to be mark violence and consent. A big part of doing intersectional scholarship, especially as a cis, straight-passing, white woman, is to be reflexive about the cultural relevance of theories that inspire us. Critical consent inspires me because it
fundamentally recognizes the role of power in sexuality, but I also recognize that removing critical consent from its queer + dyke BDSM contexts does the theory a fundamental disservice. However, Patricia Hill Collins has argued:

While violence certainly seems central to maintaining separate oppressions...violence may be equally important in structuring intersections among these social hierarchies. Rather than viewing violence primarily as part of distinct social hierarchies of race and gender, violence may serve as conceptual glue that binds them together.33

The article from which this quote originated argues that the ties that binds humans together is not our collective humanity, but is instead, violence. It is experiences of violence that create our intersectional lives, and those ties bind us together through moments of pain and triumph. As MacKinnon has contends, “If sexuality is relational, specifically if it is a power relation of gender, consent is a communication under conditions of inequality.”34 In this way, of course it would culturally appropriative to suggest that critical consent should be mobilized in consent pedagogy and advocated for in legislative settings without contextualizing it. But it might be more possible to use the theory of critical consent to locate and negotiate power in intimate heterosexual relationships because those power relationships are caught up in violence.

It is my second concern that is there something prescriptive in the recognition power in heterosexuality. For so long, sex roles were collectively visible and invisible, in the sense that everyone knew about male dominance, but it did not have a name. Feminists have spent the last 50 years trying to make space for feminine power to exist in the workforce, the academy, the household, and in the bedroom. MacKinnon noted in the 1990’s that “seldom is rape [studied] in normal circumstances, in everyday life, in ordinary relationships, by men as men.”35 Collins furthered: “Rape is deemed non-legitimated violence, but the threat of force that accompanies it, the verbal violence that is designed to belittle, humiliate, and strip rape victims of their sense of self as worthwhile, powerful individuals typically falls outside the purview of the very definition
of violence.”  If we resist or reject the ideal of harmonic sex, then what are we left with? Assuming that men will be men (dominant) and women will be women (submissive)? Truthfully, as a scholar, teacher, woman, and someone in what I consider to be a loving heterosexual relationship, I am not sure that I can live with the conclusion. In these BDSM relationships, those roles are chosen and enacted with both parties explicitly aware of the power dynamics. That is not the case in the artifacts I chose to the study, and it is not the case for many heterosexual couples, where those roles are implicit and fraught. In this way, some of the foundational aspects of critical consent are concerning for heterosexuality, but I wonder if there is a way to harness the awareness of power dynamics without necessarily embodying the role of dominance or submission. More might be possible if we educate men on the power they hold in heterosexuality, and how they can disrupt it. In the same way, it would do some good to continue to educate women on their bodily autonomy with special emphasis on their value and that their desires deserve to be heard.

**On Future Studies of Sexual Violence in Communication**

It is not my goal to provide easy fixes for any of the problems with heterosexuality, Title IX or law, but instead my study sought to interrogate the whiteness, masculinity, and upper-middle-class-ness that imbue much of the national conversation around CSA. I find it vitally important for rhetorical scholars to directly address the problems that they analyze. It may not be enough to use case studies to intervene in rhetoric theory; case studies change quickly as our news cycle, and our memories are shorter than ever before in the endless parade of tragedy and loss that circulate via social media. While rooming with two of my fellow graduate students who
study sexual violence at the 2019 Western States Communication Association annual conference in Seattle, we commiserated over pizza about our collective fear of being referred to as the “rape scholars” and being essentially relegated to our artifacts, as opposed to being considered radical (though burgeoning) scholars in our respective communication interest areas. Two of us were brainstorming with the third to help her address some questions she would have to answer about the future of sexual violence research in communication field on a panel the next day called, “Advocating With(out) Evidence: Sexual Assault in a Post-Truth Era.”

I will share what we came up with, that my colleague and friend Logan Rae Gomez was so eloquently able to put into words that day: First, that instead of utilizing case studies of sexual violence to intervene into rhetorical theory, how can scholars used sexual violence as a lens or cultural frame? Could analyzing moments outside of explicit gender violence using a gender violence framework show the pervasiveness of violent gender norms?; second, that sexual violence scholars need to do more to dismantle binaries (male/female, victim/survivor, victim/perpetrator, and yes/no); and third, that sexual violence is inherently intersectional, and scholars need to treat it as such, which means embracing the necessity of exploring literature outside of the discipline.

I do not mean to imply that scholars are not already blazing new trails with some of these suggestions, but rather that this is the direction that we (emerging scholars) envision the discipline to be going. I endeavored to follow these guidelines in the creation of this thesis project. Yes, my artifacts of choice pertained to sexual violence, but the ability to read legal and administrative texts with a sexual violence lens on the top of my narrative criticism methodology made a huge difference for the conclusions I was able to argue. I also found that taking the time to question and complicate binaries fundamentally shifted the direction of my chapter about consent and lead me to Bauer’s notion of critical consent, which I find enormously helpful, but
unbelievably complex. And lastly, but absolutely not least, intersectionalizing communication literature on sexual violence was a difficult and complex task, but one worth doing. What I have produced is nowhere near complete, and for that I sincerely apologize, but I hope that future endeavors will build out the areas in which my work was weak or incomplete because building an intersectional archive of sexual violence scholars can only push the discipline forward. I will close this thesis project with a quote from indigenous legal scholar Sarah Deer: “Sexual violence is not an epidemic…an epidemic is biological and blameless.” Sexual violence is historical and political, so works like Deer’s and other pieces of intersectional scholarship that tackle this problem head-on are able to accomplish more than depressing their audience at the state of world, but rather to show what is possible. Rhetorical scholarship is perfectly configured to provide similar analyses through problematizing discourse, much like the discourse above. If we can get past the horror of sexual violence to see how discourse enables and regulates it, we have a chance of moving out of the narrow box of case-specific sexual violence research to playing a role in the grander arena of communication theory, not just praxis, pedagogy, and advocacy.

I call for rhetorical scholars, especially those of us invested in the tradition and committed to progressive and power-savvy principles of analysis, to consider narratives that we take for granted in our analyses—how discourses of law as value-neutral permeate outside of courtrooms. These questions are important because they have material consequences for raced, gendered, and victimized bodies, but they lead us to new kinds of projects. They remind us of the possibilities like the study of due process logics in narrative, and how the form, vocabularies, and characterization can intervene in sexual violence scholarship to provide much-needed insight.
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